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Abstract 

The internet and the social web 

allow individuals to form informal 

collaborative networks. These 

challenge Organization Studies with 

intrinsically new premises for 

participation and collaboration, such 

as highly varying degrees of 

involvement, a multitude of loosely-

coupled users with diverse 

backgrounds and most importantly 

an inherent openness.  

Despite the conceptual backlog and 

the growing empirical relevance, 

digital open organizations (as I call 

them in this thesis) are yet widely 

unnoticed by organizational 

researchers. The study at hand 

therefore approaches a new 

understanding for participation and 

collaboration in the social web – 

based on a modification of 

Bourdieu’s theory of practice for the 

social web and an inductive analysis 

of a typical case, the online 

encyclopedia Wikipedia.  

My findings suggest that digital 

open organizing is signified by a 

core community of engaged users. 

These adopt tasks that exceed the 

primary practice of the organization 

(in my case editing) and turn 

towards actions that concern the 

overall functioning of the practice 

(e.g. administrative work). 

Moreover, this community 

spadework allows inexperienced and 

one-time users to partake in the 

practice in the first place, which is of 

vital importance considering that 

single contributions account for 

most of the work (here edits).  
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“... you cannot build network organizations on electronic networks alone.... If so, ... we will probably 

need an entirely new sociology of organizations.” (Nohria & Eccles, 1992, pp. 304-305.) 

 

Digital gardens Digital gardens Digital gardens Digital gardens     

Imagine you walk through your village and you realize that there where has always been an empty 

space is suddenly a beautiful garden. You ask your neighbors, friends and even the municipality – 

nobody knows to whom the garden belongs. Day by day, you see people passing by the garden, some 

of them pausing and looking at the flowers, some having a lunch break on a park bench – which itself 

has not been there the day before. A few even take a bit of time to maintain the garden. Some of them 

pull up weeds, plant new flowers and others water them. Each day you pass by, it looks a bit different 

but always has a certain order. Would you not ask yourself, why people are inclined to invest time in 

maintaining it? And how they actually coordinate their work so that the garden remains in a certain 

order? 

Unfortunately, stories like this do not happen that often – at least not in my village. In the digital 

sphere, however, one can constantly observe the emergence, maintenance (but also vandalization) of 

digital gardens. Innovations in communication technology and the collaborative and user-centered 

features of the web 2.0 (Musser & O’Reilly, 2007) allow individual internet users to form loose and 

informal collaborative networks, or as I will call them in this study: Digital Open Organizations 

(DOOs). Like in the garden story, nobody owns these organizations or the products they create. 

Nobody tells its participants how to work (whatever they work on) and how much time they are 

supposed to spend on it. The lowest common denominator is a shared interest of temporary nature.  

Despite these seemingly chaotic organizational conditions, the results of DOOs are often of 

astonishing complexity and, regarding the quality of the products they create, competitiveness. The 

open content encyclopedia Wikipedia and the computer operating systems as GNU or Linux are just a 

few prominent examples. The list could be easily continued, ranging from forms of online activism 

(e.g. Avaaz.org) to user-generated newspapers (e.g. theblogpaper.co.uk). With all sorts of digital open 

organizations emerging in the social web, turning institutional production principles upside down and 

competing with established organizations, the phenomenon should actually originate the next big 

construction site for organization scientists.  

Surprisingly, these new forms of organizing are yet widely unnoticed by organization scientists, albeit 

they challenge established organizational concepts with new premises of collaboration as for example 

a multitude of loosely-coupled contributors, varying degrees of participation and most importantly its 
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inherent openness. Considering that, Nohria and Eccles’ assessment about a new organizational 

sociology for digital organizations, or at least another underlying explanatory attempt, is possibly true.  

Considering the conceptual backlog in Organization Science and the empirical relevance of the 

emerging field of social web organizing, I recognize a necessity to rethink organizing for the social 

web. A new conceptual understanding of digital open organizing needs to incorporate the new 

collaborative premises due to the technological change of communication media and the web 2.0.   

A notion of mediatization theory can in my eyes serve as a valid conceptual starting point if it captures 

the changes in communication practices due to the web 2.0. Proceeding from the social constructionist 

assumption that organization emerges in communication (Tayler & Van Every, 2011) and that 

communication in a DOO is entirely mediatized, organizing in the digital sphere has to be understood 

in terms of the communication practice at hand. In order to embed digital open organizing in an 

appropriate conceptual framework, I will draw on Bourdieu’s notion on field, practice and capital 

(1977). A modification of his theory of practice for the digital sphere is in my eyes a solid ground to 

embrace these new forms of web 2.0 organizing regarding the structural premises of the emerging 

field, the behavioral constraints of its participants (reflected in habitus) as well as the capital 

endowments of the partaking individuals.  

Building on a constructionist modification of analytic induction, I will infer relatively open categories 

for participation and collaboration in a DOO that I will then empirically revise, enrich and adapt on the 

basis of what I consider a typical case: The online encyclopedia Wikipedia. I will use my empirical 

findings to revise my modification of Bourdieu’s theory of practice. My aim is thereby to reveal core 

collaborative and participatory features of digital open organizing, understand its inner workings and 

possibly disenchant the romantic image of the digital garden.  

Even though the empirical results of my analysis cannot be generalized representatively for all forms 

of digital open organizing, I assume that a contextual generalization can help rethinking organizing for 

the social web and reveal promising fields of research for future organizational research. Being a 

structured, yet inductive approach, my research question is at the outset of the research relatively open: 

What signifies collaboration and participation in a digital open organization? 
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Why we need a new understanding for collaborationWhy we need a new understanding for collaborationWhy we need a new understanding for collaborationWhy we need a new understanding for collaboration    and participationand participationand participationand participation    in the in the in the in the 

digital sphere digital sphere digital sphere digital sphere     

When speaking about digital open organizing, I am referring to new forms of collaboration that take 

full advantage of digital communication and the social web. Traditional institutional ways to 

coordinate production required the creation of an organization with clear hierarchical order and a 

formal entity in which participation was regulated by a working contract (Shirky, 2008). DOOs shatter 

in this regard the very foundations of organizing by empowering a multitude of individuals to 

participate to varying degrees with neither a formal hierarchy nor entity. These ‘digital gardens’, as I 

paraphrased DOOs in the introduction, are not an ideal fabrication of a network society. They are an 

emerging empirical reality that has to be embraced by future organizational research.  

Although there is an empirical necessity to rethink collaboration in the social web, Organization 

Science does not sufficiently integrate the new premises for participation and collaboration in the 

social web. Digitality is often exclusively seen reactively, as an alternative way of working for 

established organizations. Digital teams, for instance, as approached by Townsend (1998), 

Badrinarayanan and Arnett (2008), Hertel et al. (2005) and many others, describe how employers in 

global organizations work across boundaries by utilizing modern communication technologies 

(Ebrahim et al., 2009). Concepts promoting a network-centric organization (Abrams, 2009; Hasan & 

Pousti, 2009; Baldree, 1999 or Borchert, 1998) take a similar line when portraying an alternative way 

of working that increases the competitive advantage through the collaboration of small self-directed 

and electronically connected teams. Both approaches presume an organization that incorporates 

technological change. They do however not cover a form of organizing that is enabled by new 

communication practices in the first place and which involves an inherent openness regarding 

participation. 

Closest to digital open organizing is Benkler’s (2006) socio-economic concept of commons-based peer 

production (CBPP). CBPP uses the technical infrastructure of the internet and enables collaboration 

among large groups of individuals that cooperate effectively to provide information, knowledge or 

cultural goods without relying on market pricing or managerial hierarchies to coordinate their common 

enterprise (Benkler & Nissenbaum, 2006). Bauwens (2009, p. 121) criticizes that most authors using 

CBPP see the participatory nature of the new form of collaboration as just an “adjunct to the market” 

instead of embracing the intrinsically different form of political economy of the web 2.0. Magrassi 

(2010) points out that CBPP does not sufficiently incorporate the varying degrees of participation and 

the emergence of new forms of leadership. 

Although I am not applying Benkler’s CBPP in this thesis, I find a socio-economic perspective on 

digital open organizing (which is also reflected in Bourdieu’s theory of practice) generally promising 
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regarding the different forms individual investments (here: capitals). It is the modularity of the 

production process that Benkler stresses. It allows individuals to partake in sequences according to 

their qualifications and motivations. It is, however, exactly the individual qualities and motivations 

that Benkler sweeps under the mat (by the way also Bourdieu). I assume that the social web demands a 

more holistic view on new forms of collaboration and participation that incorporates the (structural 

and cultural) premises of the emerging field as well as the individual inclination to partake. A 

modification of Bourdieu’s theory of practice (1977) for the social web can in my eyes capture the 

particular premises of the social web and allows a new and entity-independent understanding for 

classical organizational concepts as membership, leadership, change and suchlike.  

The empirical case on whose basis I will revise my theoretical derivation of digital open organizing 

later in this study is the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. Several authors, including Benkler, have 

already approached Wikipedia – scarcely, however, its inner workings. 

Emigh and Herring (2005), for instance, analyzed formality and informality in 15 entries in two 

collaboratively authored online encyclopedias, including Wikipedia and compared these to traditional 

print encyclopedias. They found out that the more control is exercised over contribution by editors, the 

more standardized and formal the content becomes. They also found that Wikipedia maintains an 

almost print-like standardization of articles; hinting at a decentralized exertion of control. Considering 

that, like in a digital garden, the rights of participation are generally equal the question appears how 

systems of power emerge in a system without formal hierarchies and, if, where editorial control is 

exerted. 

Braendle (2005) investigated the article quality in the German Wikipedia by conducting a content 

analysis of 450 articles. His results indicate that the factors ‘interest’ (operationalized by the number 

of edits and traffic) and ‘relevance’ (operationalized by results in Google) have a considerably high 

influence on the quality of an article: The higher the relevance and interest, the better its quality. 

Regarding the factor interest and the number of individuals ‘working on the same patch in the digital 

garden’, the question appears how participation of many does not lead to chaos but instead better 

results. Apparently, open access to participate in the practice of gardening requires some ordering 

principles.  

Lih (2004) takes a similar line when examining the quality of articles in the edit history based on 

metadata. He suggests that Wikipedia articles cited by the press increase in quality right after exposure 

– a result that hints at a form of network effect and partial activation of individuals in the garden. 

Despite the far-reaching discussion, at this point little empirical data has been published about the 

fundamental inner workings of Wikipedia (Viégas et al, 2010). Nonetheless, the aforementioned 
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studies on Wikipedia clearly point towards the necessity to rethink organizational concepts (e.g. 

leadership or membership) for organizing in the social web. The study at hand does not aim to answer 

all future questions of ‘Organization Science 2.0’ but to reveal some of the core new features of 

collaboration and participation in the social web and offer a conceptual frame to understand these.  
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A social A social A social A social constructconstructconstructconstructionistionistionistionist    approach to approach to approach to approach to digital digital digital digital gardeninggardeninggardeninggardening    

„Social order is not part of the "nature of things", and it cannot be derived from the "laws of nature". 

Social order exists only as a product of human activity.“ (Berger & Luckmann, 1966, p. 51) 

What is reality? And how can I perceive it? – These are two essential, and admittedly highly 

philosophical, questions that are yet of utmost importance for my understanding of the object of 

research (digital open organization) as well as the way I can explore it. At the outset of this thesis, I 

will therefore outline my ontological (what is reality?) and epistemological (how can I perceive it?) 

stance which is anchored in social constructionism and the belief that ‘order exists only as a product of 

human interaction’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). If ‘order’ is the product of interaction and thus 

dynamic by definition, the question appears how an organization can be appropriately described and 

explored. In this section, I will therefore also outline how my paradigmatic choice affects my 

understanding of organization. 

    

Dealing withDealing withDealing withDealing with    multiple realitiesmultiple realitiesmultiple realitiesmultiple realities    

Approaching a constructivist representation of reality is oxymoronic: Constructivists believe in 

multiple realities that only exist in people’s minds as mental constructs. An objective representation of 

reality is, due to the multitude of constructions and the process of building them, impossible. What we 

assume to know is hence nothing but an ongoing interpretation of an objectively inconceivable 

ontological reality which exists only in the “context of a mental framework” (Guba, 1990, p. 26).  

Considering this, the basis for discovering how things really are is lost. Glasersfeld, one of the 

advocates of radical constructivism, emphasizes that there is a “real world of unquestionable objects” 

(1991, p. xv) that, albeit, cannot be assessed objectively. Consequently it is not the object itself (and 

therefore not the material reality) that is in the center of the quest for a shared understanding but the 

subjects’ interpretations of it.  

To employ the garden metaphor from the introduction again, one can say that there is a field with 

flowers, a few paths and a bench – the understanding however that this constitutes a garden and can be 

used for a lunch break is a construction.
1
 Making sense of reality, according to Glasersfeld, is based on 

the ability to recognize repetitions in the current of experiences, recall memories, make comparisons 

and the ability to choose experiences over others (von Glasersfeld, 1996). One that identifies flowers, 

paths and bench as a garden and uses it for his lunch break must have had experiences that helped him 

or her to decode this constellation and choose the garden over a street underpass. That alone, however, 

                                                           
1
 Needless to say that the depiction ‚flowers, paths and bench‘ are already constructions 
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does not explain why others also identify this somewhat arbitrary constellation as a garden and find 

their appropriate understanding and use of it. It does not explain how meaning becomes inter-

subjectively shared and, to come back to the topic of this thesis, the gardening practice organized. 

When the construction of reality rests upon more than one person, it becomes social. 

Social constructionism
2
 sees human relationships as the origin of people’s construction of the world 

(Gergen, 2001). To say something is socially constructed is to emphasize its dependence on human 

interaction, as Berger and Luckmann expressed it in the preluding quote. Social constructionism, as 

opposed to the view of radical constructivism, thus recognizes the cognitive subject in relation to 

others. This positions social constructionism against Glasersfeld’s radical constructivism by proposing 

that meaning only resides in dependence to others. In this regard, Gergen (1999) points out the 

performative character of language, indicating that the ongoing negotiation about reality among a 

social group is not only constrained by the words in use but the whole performance of expression.  

It has hence also a cultural and structural dimension that, I believe, is partly reflected in Bourdieu’s 

theory of practice (1977). His concept field, as a social setting in which individuals are located, 

mirrors a structural aspect of this performative ‘game of truth’ (as Gergen calls it). It is so to speak the 

social scenery to which individuals are likewise exposed. Habitus, another core concept of Bourdieu’s 

theory of practice, concerns on the other hand a rather cultural dimension. It can be subsumed as a set 

of internalized and socially learned dispositions: It is the inner ‘action plan’ that helps an individual to 

interact purposefully in the field without mechanically steering its action. Bourdieu’s ‘structural 

constructivism’, as a philosophical frame, thereby allows identifying order in a socially constructed 

reality. 

A communicative approach to reality, as intended in this thesis, demands in my eyes an understanding 

of organization that overcomes the functional confinedness of a formal and stable entity; an 

understanding that rather allows for the incorporation of the contextual negotiation of all individuals 

that try to make sense of the same setting. That implicates that a consistent and universal truth is 

illusive, yet a temporal and group-wise accepted understanding of it at least desirable. The question 

appears how organizing can be understood from this perspective, which will be addressed in detail in 

the following chapter. 

                                                           
2
 I will refer to social constructionism (not constructivism) in the following. This decision is admittedly arbitrary 

as I do not find a clear inter-academic shared understanding about the difference between the two. However, I 

like Papert’s (1991) notion of constructionism as a practice as it corresponds well to Bourdieu’s theory of 

practice.  
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Organization as communicative processOrganization as communicative processOrganization as communicative processOrganization as communicative process    

The delineated features of constructionism constitute a seemingly doddery foundation for building an 

organization, at least in the traditional Weberian bureaucratic sense (1947). The idea of multiple 

mental constructions of reality and the permanent negotiation towards an understanding of it as well as 

the premise of an ever-changing organizational setting raises the question how order, and thereby 

purposeful collaboration, can ever be achieved in a group that is never really in agreement?  

In my understanding, social constructionism imposes a notion of organizing that is established through 

communication. Organization emerges in communication and the permanent attempts of individuals to 

make sense through acts of synchronizing its interpretations of reality with others. It is therefore an 

ongoing practice rather than an enduring entity. Bourdieu (1980), on whose theory of practice I will 

draw when conceptualizing DOOs, says: 

“The theory of practice as insists, contrary to positivist materialism, that the objects of knowledge are 

constructed […] and contrary to intellectualist idealism, that the principle of this construction is the 

system of structured, structuring dispositions (…)”. (Bourdieu, 1980, p. 25) 

Structure, according to Bourdieu, can be regarded as an objectivation of reality, or (as I will call it) the 

process of achieving an inter-subjectively shared understanding of it. By neglecting the dichotomy 

between objectivism and interpretivism (often referred to as structuralist constructivism
3
), and by 

proposing the existence of structure through shared reference
4
, Bourdieu also sets the ground for 

understanding organizing as structuring dispositions (or here: Shared understandings of the reality).  

This understanding liberates agency – the human ability to act upon and change the world – from the 

constrictions of structuralist and systemic models while avoiding the trap of methodological 

individualism (Postill, 2008). Bourdieu refers to the internalization of structuring dispositions and its 

reflections in practice as habitus which is based on experiences. It is, so to speak, an internalized 

pattern of how to behave socially in a field. Organizing, as a process of coordinated action, can thus 

only be understood in relative communicative interdependence among individuals who share and 

synchronize their understandings. Proceeding from the assumption that structure within a group of 

individuals appears through similar assessments of reality, an organization’s relative stability is 

attributable to a certain consistence in its members’ interpretations of the field. Purposeful action in 

                                                           
3
 Bourdieu does not call his ontological view as ‘structural constructivism’ himself. Bourdieu is a critical 

structuralist in the way that he shares certain aspects of structuralism according to which there are structures in 

the social world that are independent from the individual conscience and which delimit the behavior of the social 

actor. Nevertheless in Bourdieu’s structuralism constructivism, individuals are able to build and adapt social 

phenomena through their thinking and their actions. 
4
 Bourdieu (1990) refers to Saussarian semiology and the possibility of associating the same meaning to the same 

sign. He calls the internalization of collective dispositions to the so-called ‘habitus’. 
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the field can be ascribed to an internalized habitus of individuals that are exposed to the same setting 

and turn towards the same practice. An organization can thus be regarded as an ephemeral 

communicative union of individuals that have a shared interest/purpose, as Figure 1 (simplified) 

illustrates.
5
 It is not defined by a formal and stable entity but rather by a certain adherence of 

understanding – which can be regarded as the philosophical justification for the openness of 

participation in a DOO.  

 

This understanding of organizing can do without any functional imputation of membership. A 

communicative process of organizing allows for a depiction of a member as anyone who ‘takes part in 

the conversation’. In digital open organizing, anyone is theoretically allowed to join and participate. 

This somewhat pragmatic portrayal of membership does however not exclude the possibility that some 

engage more than others in the conversation.  

 

Why I am gardenerWhy I am gardenerWhy I am gardenerWhy I am gardener    

Given the aforementioned features of social constructionism and its implications for my understanding 

of digital organizing, the consequence for the empirical investigations in this study seems obvious: I 

have to be a gardener to understand the practice of gardening. Social constructionism, as an 

epistemological position, sees the researcher immersed in the reality he or she is exploring. From this 

follows that I cannot be independent from the object I am observing, as a positivist stance would 

demand (Guba, 1990). Instead I am urged to be actively involved in the object of research in order to 

give a subjective, yet hopefully inter-subjectively comprehensible, understanding of it. From this 

follows that objectivity and the, in my eyes, implied misbelief of value-free science are not a quality 

                                                           
5
 The four black dots symbolize the active organizational participants, the dashed line between them the 

communication, the grey dots other (inactive) individuals who do not participate in the organizational 

communication. 

Figure 1: Organization as ephemeral network 
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criterion in this study. In order to gain in-depth knowledge about digital open organizing, I chose an 

approach of structured yet explorative capacity: A constructionist modification of analytical induction 

(Pascale, 2010) that I will amplify in the next chapter.  
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A constructionist touch on analytic induction A constructionist touch on analytic induction A constructionist touch on analytic induction A constructionist touch on analytic induction     

Induction, in the widest sense, includes any non-demonstrative inference, including non-demonstrative 

predictive inferences and default assumptions (Harmann, 1993). Induction thus indicates a reasoning 

that constructs propositions about reality that are abstractions of observations of individual instances. 

It contradicts therefore with deductive reasoning in the way that it does not assume facts about reality 

that are tested empirically. Analytic induction (AI), deviating from pure induction, refers to a 

systematic examination of social phenomena in order to develop concepts or ideas. First applications 

of analytic induction (40s and 50s) intended to develop universal theories with causal explanations in a 

positivistic manner (Lindesmith, 1947; Cressey, 1953; Turner, 1953). Today, however, AI refers to 

any systematic examination of similarities that seeks to arrive at an understanding of a phenomenon 

(Ragin, 1994). It is ‘non-demonstrative’ in the way that, at the outset of the research, it assumes 

explanations for social phenomena without empirical evidence and arrives at hypotheses that are tested 

close to the empirical data.  

Applying AI, a researcher examines several empirical cases and compares incidents that appear to be 

in the same general category. Empirical evidence that challenges or refutes the explanatory hypotheses 

leads to an alteration of the hypothetical explanation - similar to the constant comparative method in 

Strauss and Glaser’s Grounded Theory (1967). In this regard, by comparing cases, AI seeks for the 

qualitative revision of hypothetical explanations. Even though, I am examining Wikipedia as the 

single case in this study, I regard each article as a sub-case with the same collaborative premises. 

Gardeners (editors in Wikipedia) have the very same tools (editing tools in Wikipedia) at their 

disposal in their respective patch in the digital garden (articles in Wikipedia). By examining a sample 

of articles, I aim a valid, yet in a quantitative sense not reliable, understanding of collaboration and 

participation in a DOO. 

Nevertheless, proceeding from a constructionist stance, I reject the examination of eternal truths in the 

sub-cases. An investigation of hypotheses does in this regard not correspond to my philosophical 

stance. Instead, I will develop relatively open theoretical categories for collaboration and participation 

in digital open organizations that I will later examine, revise and enrich in the single sub-cases. The 

research follows in this regard a ‘moderate inductive design’, meaning that I adapt the structured 

research process of AI. However, due to the openness of the conceptual categories, I allow new 

insights from the empirical investigations. At the same time, this approach implicates that I can only 

choose the methods once I derived the categories from the theoretical part and ‘face’ the empirical 

data. I will therefore introduce the tools after the theoretical part of this study and before facing the 

data. 
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My constructionist version of AI shares certain commonalities with Altheide’s (2001) ethnographic 

content analysis (ECA). Ethnography generally refers to the description of people and their culture. 

The subject of interest (humans engaged in meaningful behavior) guide the inquiry and orientation of 

the researcher. Anyhow, if the meaning of an activity remains paramount (for instance collaboration 

and participation in a DOO) ethnography can also be considered a methodological orientation, 

independently of a specific matter (ibid, p. 65). According to Altheide (2001, p.66), ECA’s “distinctive 

characteristic is the reflexive and highly interactive nature of the investigator, concepts, data 

collection and analysis. […] The aim is to be systematic and analytic, but not rigid“. Applying 

Altheide’s ethnographic stance on social research, I will also draw on my experiences as a Wikipedia 

member when analyzing the cases (for example when choosing the respective units of analysis). 

Furthermore: Even though the conceptual categories guide the research, I allow them to be altered and 

enriched throughout the study. The units of analysis for the investigation have to be extended when a 

new concept or idea emerges in the data. The approach is structured, yet reflexive regarding surprises 

in the field. Being a gardener myself, as indicated in the last chapter, means that my subjective 

experiences in the Wikipedia community are present in all analytical stages of the study.  

Robinson (1951) summarizes the process of AI in the form of six steps. These are:  

1) A phenomenon or research question is defined in a tentative manner 

2) Hypotheses are developed about it 

3) A single instance is considered to be determine if the hypothesis is confirmed 

4) If the hypothesis fails to be confirmed, the hypothesis is revised to include the instance examined 

5) Additional cases are examined and, if the hypothesis is repeatedly confirmed, a degree of certainty 

results 

6) Each negative case requires that the hypothesis is reformulated until there is no exception 

Following to Robinson’s research process, and incorporating my intent to apply relatively open 

conceptual categories, my methodological procedure is as follows: 
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Based on a practice notion of mediatization and Bourdieu’s theory of practice (1977), I will first 

reflect on a theory of practice for the social web. The modification of Bourdieu’s theory then serves to 

derivate relatively open categories that I will empirically revise by reference to 10 articles (sub-cases) 

at Wikipedia. I will incorporate the findings again into my modification of Bourdieu’s practice theory 

and draw conclusions on digital open organizing and future organizational research in the social web
6
. 

     

                                                           
6
 I became a member of Wikipedia in April 2012. The decision for the units of analysis emanates partly from my 

intense engagement in Wikipedia in the course of this study and my experiences as a member of its community. 

Figure 2: Research strategy 
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Towards conceptual categories Towards conceptual categories Towards conceptual categories Towards conceptual categories for for for for collaboration in collaboration in collaboration in collaboration in DOOsDOOsDOOsDOOs    

In the chapters before, I approached a social constructionist notion on organization and a research 

design from which I assume it can help understanding digital open organizing better. In my eyes, a 

communicative understanding of organization is a fertile philosophical ground for investigating DOOs 

as it can do without a formal entity. Instead it is defined by its practice and the interactivity of its 

members. Bourdieu’s structuralist constructivism and notion on habitus is in this regard suitable to 

understand meaningful group behavior of individuals in a rather loosely-coupled network. An 

understanding of participation and collaboration in a DOO, however, still requires a closer look on 

what signifies collaboration and participation in the social web and a conceptual frame for practice 

embracing this.  

 

Tilling the field Tilling the field Tilling the field Tilling the field ––––    the social web as an the social web as an the social web as an the social web as an emergingemergingemergingemerging    field field field field     

Applications of the term ‘mediatization’ are manifold, ranging from an all-embracing transforming 

force in modern societies (Lundby, 2008), an institutionalized logic (Hjarvard, 2008) or middle-ranged 

depictions as Fornä’s (1995) work on the growing impact of media on the identity construction of the 

young. When speaking about mediatization as a ‘meta-concept’, Krotz (2008) confirms this implied 

assumption of mediatization as a conceptual all-rounder that apparently just grasps any kind of change 

in relation to media. This, according to Schrott “decided lack of consistent and commonly shared 

concept of mediatization” (2008, p. 41), leaves a quite convenient conceptual freedom that yet coerces 

me to put a finer point to my understanding of mediatization and its importance for approaching digital 

open organizing. Mediatization, in my understanding, is most meaningful if understood in context of 

the practice it affects; if it denotes the change of a particular practice due to communication media. 

Digital communication in the social web constitutes in my eyes a profound change in communication 

and enables a new form of organizing that, as outlined before, contradicts to the classic-institutional 

understandings of organization.  

 

Mediatization Mediatization Mediatization Mediatization asasasas    practice practice practice practice     

Rather than concerning what media does to people and society, I am interested in what people do with 

the media. That is to say: Hand in hand with the term mediatization goes a frequent mass media bias 

(What does big media do to society?) albeit decentralized, loosely-coupled and informal organizing in 

the social web rather bears witness to the internalization and individual interpretation of new digital 
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communication media. The ‘social’ web depicts in this regard a cultural change in the communicative 

relation between individuals towards online communities that I want to contemplate for the 

conceptualization of a theory of practice for the social web. 

Following Krotz’s precept of contextualizing mediatization, I specifically relate to the change of 

communication practice due to the present digital communication technology in the web 2.0 and the 

circumstance that mediated, digital interaction came to complement or even replace the traditional 

reliance on interpersonal communication (Livingstone, 2008).  

 

Features of the sFeatures of the sFeatures of the sFeatures of the social web and ocial web and ocial web and ocial web and theirtheirtheirtheir    implications for implications for implications for implications for DOODOODOODOOssss    

Even though organizing practices in the social web differ regarding purpose and complexity, I assume 

that they share certain common features and principles that I will apply as empirical premises for my 

conceptualization. Anderson (2008, p. 14) lists “six big ideas” of the web 2.0 that, in my eyes, 

encapsulate a change in collaboration practices. These ideas are: 

� User Generated Content 

� The power of the crowd 

� Data on an epic scale 

� Network effects 

� Architecture of participation 

� Openness 

The term user-generated content (Downes, 2004) designates a change regarding the production of 

content due to the widespread adoption of considerably cheap means of production, which are in the 

case of digital open organizing mostly a computer and broadband internet. Content is thus no longer 

just provided by enterprises but also by a multitude of individual users that are connected by social 

software. To a certain degree, the social web thereby signifies a shift in the once clear role allocation 

between producer and consumer towards the so-called ‘produser’ (Grinnell, 2009), a hybrid between 

producer and user.  

This implied ambiguity of user and producer entails a notion of situative participation in which users 

can become active and inactive at any time. In the garden metaphor this implies that anyone can take 

part in digital gardening whenever he or she wants. Anyone can be a producer without requiring 

expensive means of production. The tools that enable digital gardening are considerably cheap. The 

lines between consumption and production vanish. The idea of unclear roles in a digital garden besides 

complies with the non-existence of formal hierarchies in a DOO.  
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Anderson refers the power of the crowd to different concepts of collective intelligence that all share 

the assumption that collaboration and competition of more individuals lead to better results. It can be 

understood as a property between people and ways of processing information. This assessment might 

be disputatious, as more input (as indicated by data on an epic scale) can also lead to problems of 

coordination.
7
 Especially for knowledge production in the web 2.0 Flew (2008), however, argues that 

social software enables many individuals to interact, share and collaborate with ease and speed. This 

allows for so-called network effects, which describe the increase of value to existing users of a 

platform as more people use it (Klemperer, 2006). It indicates that a community profits from each user 

contribution regardless of the individual effort.  

Every participant to a DOO theoretically adds knowledge to the organization. Regardless of the 

individual effort, any contribution potentially benefits the whole group which is also associated with 

the nature of its main commodity - knowledge. Immaterial and inexhaustible goods are of course not 

new to the social web, yet enrich digital open organizing with interesting characteristics. Referring to 

Masuda’s assessment of the formation of structure in a post-industrial information society (1983, p. 

77), shared knowledge is not consumable as it remains however much it is used. It is non-transferable 

as the same access is provided for everyone. It is furthermore indivisible as it does not assume a 

material shape and it is accumulative in the sense that it can be used repeatedly without getting less. In 

a practice in which the main commodity is immaterial and inexhaustible, the scarcity is practically not 

existent. In a digital garden, anyone can harvest the fruits without reducing another one’s benefit.  

The architecture of participation builds on the ideas of collaboration and user-generated content. At 

the most basic level, it means that online platforms are designed to improve and facilitate user 

participation. At a more sophisticated level, the architecture of participation is even designed to take 

the users’ interactions and utilize them to improve it. O’Reilly (2005) puts it simple in a Web 2.0 

principle: The implicit premise of architecture of participation is “a built-in ethic of cooperation, in 

which the service acts primarily as an intelligent broker, connecting the edges to each other and 

harnessing the power of the users themselves” (ibid, 2005, p. 2). 

The architecture of participation lowers the entry barriers and thereby the transaction costs of 

participation. These costs could for instance refer to the redundancy to master a specific software as a 

given to exert a practice (e.g. almost everyone could build a website using WordPress without prior 

knowledge in HTML). Economic entry barriers, as mentioned earlier, are even non-existent. There is 

no entry fee or club membership for digital gardens. The architecture of participation thus reinforces 

contextual participation as it confirms the depiction of an organization without formal or informal 

boundaries regarding the right to participate. 

                                                           
7
 This is one reason for choosing Wikipedia as the case in this study as it already involves huge amount of data 

from many users.  
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Openness pre-dates discussions about Web 2.0, having its roots in free and open source software 

development communities (Andersson, 2005). The free software movement in this regard liked to 

think of itself as a counterdraft to institutional models of software production in large corporations. 

Open and free software communities were organized so that there are low barriers for participation, 

generally allowing and encouraging anyone to participate in the programming.
8
  

Where the architecture of participation might depict low entry barriers regarding the considerably easy 

use of a respective technology in a DOO, the openness refers to a cultural aspect of the social web. 

Anyone can theoretically participate regardless of his or hers individual skills. This constitutes a 

contradiction to the traditional organization where employees are hired and paid according to their 

skills. It indicates that the emerging field of social web organizing is characterized by many 

individuals that partake to varying degrees and have different skills and knowledge.  

To sum up, the social web challenges institutional models of organizing with intrinsically new 

premises for collaboration and participation. Summarized these are:  

 

Under these circumstances, I assume that digital open organizing reframes participation and 

collaboration and demands an understanding of organizing that incorporates the features the social 

web. The social web is an ‘emerging field’ in the way that it is a field in constant development. This is 

not only owed to the technological progress of digital communication media but also to the possibility 

of many users with diverse backgrounds to enter and leave the field (openness), taking part in a 

practice and (from a constructionist perspective) possibly changing it, without severe consequences. 

The digital field is in this regard not as established as in Bourdieu’s depiction; it is rather ephemeral.  

                                                           
8
 However there are connotative differences between ‘open’ and ‘free’ software. Advocates of ‘free’ software 

reject the possession of software – advocates of ‘open’ software allow possession (Stallman, 2008). 

Figure 3: Digital open organizing vs. institutional organization 
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In the following chapter, I will incorporate these new premises in a modified notion of Bourdieu’s 

field, capital and habitus in order to arrive at conceptual categories for digital open organizing. 
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Field, habitus and capital in Field, habitus and capital in Field, habitus and capital in Field, habitus and capital in a DOOa DOOa DOOa DOO    

Without elaborating too much on Bourdieu himself, it has to be said that throughout his academic 

career, inquiries of social inequalities always have been a constant in his studies. His frequent 

occupation with power structures in society might be owed to his own biography and the  

“[…]first-hand encounters with the gruesome realities of colonial rule and war in Algeria
9
  [that 

made him] turn to ethnology and sociology in order to make sense of the social cataclysm wrought by 

the clash between imperial capitalism and homegrown nationalism” (Wacquant, 2006, p. 1). 

The so-called ‘activist science’ (the sociopolitical orientation of scientific explorations) is reflected in 

his major works Distinction and The Logic of Practice (1979/1984 and 1980/1990) and many others, 

in which he covers the mechanisms of social domination and reproduction. In the last decade of his 

academic life, he applied his inquiries to other sociological topics, such as social suffering or 

masculine domination. In other words: Bourdieu had a political agenda. His works made him one of 

the world’s foremost critics of neoliberalism. Ironically, precisely his constructivist structuralism 

(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 2008) and differentiation of Marx’s capital (Krotz, 2007) is in my eyes of 

high value for understanding the possibly most liberal empirical field – the social web. As a 

conceptual framework, Bourdieu’s theory of practice allows identifying structure and social 

mechanisms in a field of loosely interconnected players; it potentially even allows identifying order 

and hierarchy in a supposedly chaotic and egalitarian field.  

It is not my aim to reproduce Bourdieu’s theory of practice in the following chapters but to 

contemplate on a modification for the social web. This modification will on the one hand serve to 

deduce relatively open categories for participation and collaboration in a digital open organizing. I will 

use it as a conceptual point of reference for the constant comparison in my analysis in order to arrive at 

an understanding of digital open organizing. 

 

The social web as aThe social web as aThe social web as aThe social web as a    digitaldigitaldigitaldigital    fieldfieldfieldfield    

According to Bourdieu, a field is always an area of pitiless struggle, a setting in which agents fight 

over power and position. Moi (1991, p. 1021) quotes Bourdieu as defining the field as “[a] space in 

which a game takes place, a field of objective relations between individuals or institutions who are 

competing for the same stake." Bourdieu argues that the ultimate spring of action is the thirst for 

dignity, which only society can quench (Wacquant, 2006). The struggle for a certain stake is thus not 

                                                           
9
 He had been sent to Algeria to serve his mandatory stint in the military 
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per se (as frequently mistaken in causal resumption of Marx’s capital) the accumulation of capital but 

the individual hope to escape finitude and the ultimate absurdity of existence. The struggle, so to 

speak, is the individual’s attempt to vindicate hers or his position in field. Here again the game 

metaphor is a due notion of how individuals compete on a field. Analogous to a game, it contains 

certain rules (reflected in doxa) to which the individuals that play the game ideally adopt. It has a stake 

that, according to Bourdieu, is worth fighting for. Players take part in a game because there is 

something to win. In terms of the subject of this thesis, the questions that arise are: How can the terms 

field and struggle be understood in terms of a DOO? What is the stake the organizational participants 

struggle for?  

Fields are domains of practice with their own logic which is constituted by a unique constellation of 

capital (e.g. economic capital such as money, symbolic capital such as prestige or social capital as 

connections). Considering the social web as a domain of organizing practice, one has to consider the 

empirical aspects of the field and practice (as outlined in the previous chapter) in order to identify its 

logic and thereby the specific relevance of the single forms of capital in digital open organizing.  

Most significant when approaching logic in the social web as a field is possibly its inherent openness. 

Bourdieu, and other social thinkers, often use the game metaphor to indicate the struggle between 

individuals to gain a certain stake. Openness then implies that digital open organizing allows 

theoretically an infinite number of contributors to partake in the game. Being solely online, DOOs do 

not even have spatial constraints regarding participation. The architecture of participation and the low 

entry costs simplify partaking. The ethic of cooperation regardless of the individual skills means that 

virtually anyone can enter the game and play for a while. At the same time, players can leave the game 

at any time. Positions in the game are (at least functionally) not occupied by individuals but constantly 

in disposition. If digital open organizing was a game, then the myriad of potential players, their 

varying involvement and effort as well as the permanent appearance and disappearance players 

certainly make it hard to discover a clear logic in the game. It is a central part of my research question 

to reveal how ordered action is possible in a field that allows such varying forms of participation. 

Nonetheless, having defined a DOO as a communicative entity without formal boundaries and 

hierarchies, I assume that its logic derives from a certain cogency that increases the chances to ‘get 

heard’; a rather situational influence on the organizational action due to the potential instability of its 

participants. 
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Digital habitusDigital habitusDigital habitusDigital habitus    as a behavioral constraintas a behavioral constraintas a behavioral constraintas a behavioral constraint    

Bourdieu’s key to understand how actions on a field remain ordered is called habitus. Habitus, 

according to Bourdieu is the  

"[…] system of acquired dispositions functioning on the practical level as categories of perception 

and assessment or as classificatory principles as well as being the organizing principles of action" 

(Bourdieu, 1990, p. 53). 

Habitus (as touched on in the Philosophy part) designates the system of durable and transposable 

mental dispositions/schemata through which individuals perceive, judge and act on a field. These 

dispositions are acquired through lasting exposure to particular social conditions, via the 

internalization of external constraints and possibilities (Wacquant, 2006). The anticipations of habitus 

in a group produce collective practices in loose accordance with the schemes of a shared past. A 

binding force of society, or better social order, is thus the common wealth of experience of more or 

less particular groups, a lasting exposure to a similar setting. The notion of habitus as an immanent 

and non-positivistic code of practice, inscribed in bodies with similar experiences, is Bourdieu’s key to 

understand social reproduction on a big scale. Habitus is in this regard the product and producer of 

social structure
10
. On a smaller scale, however, habitus also helps to understand interaction in a digital 

open organization.  

Habitus operates as a mental structure that confines human action without mechanically steering it. 

The schemes of dispositions are, so to say, internalized ‘organizing principles’ that enable meaningful 

interaction in a practice. I do not expect that there is one specific habitus for collaboration and 

participation in the social web as each partaking individual has his or hers own history and is possibly 

engaged in many other practices on other fields. Furthermore, organizational practices still differ in the 

empirical forms of DOOs, meaning that also the shared behavioral constraints differ. Nevertheless, I 

assume that the emerging field of the social web and the assumption of an organization as a 

communicative product bring along common behavioral aspects to which participants adapt to varying 

degrees. One can say that there are different games played in the social web that, however, all share 

certain ground rules; the logics of the field in which they are embedded. Central ones are the ethic of 

participation and openness. In a digital garden no one can claim ownership over a patch of ground or 

exclude others from tilling it. Each player has the same rights of participation without formal 

limitations (openness). Being a communicative product, I assume that potential conflicts of 

collaboration in a digital garden are solved through forms of inter-subjective assessment (e.g. 

conflicting contributions are assessed regarding its potential group benefit).  

                                                           
10
 Bourdieu calls it the “product of structures, producer of practices, and reproducer of structures” (Bourdieu and 

Passeron, 1977, p. 244) 
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Digital habitus thus implies a certain freedom of where participants invest their capital to a DOO while 

at the same time being an internal guideline of how it is invested. It is the embodied knowledge of an 

individual that enables him or her to play a game. According to Bourdieu, only players with sufficient 

‘savoir-faire’ and belief in the game (illusio) will be willing to invest time and effort playing it 

(Bourdieu, 1977). Apparently, habitus touches upon a form of identification, which in my eyes is not 

sufficiently anchored in Bourdieu’s theory of practice, especially when the inclination to participate in 

a practice has no economic motivation.
11
  

Habitus signifies the internalized values of a practice and the participant’s agreement that a practice is 

worth doing. Ideally, the more an individual deals with a certain practice, the better he or she gets; the 

more someone is involved in digital gardening, the better a gardener he or she becomes. Skilled 

players (that might have been exposed longer to the field) acquire over time a better feel for the game 

that allows them to improvise in a seemingly effortless manner (Postill, 2010, p. 8). This possibly 

explains higher levels of participation and successful contribution of some participants in a DOO. 

Individuals’ successful strategies to contribute to a practice (e.g. knowledge production at Wikipedia) 

are only possible if there is a good fit between the habitus the field.  

For Bourdieu, practice is based on the internalized dispositions and unfolds as strategic improvisations 

(goals and interests) against ‘doxa’ (field-specific presuppositions) that limits them (Parkin, 1997, p. 

376). Doxa, in Bourdieu’s view, is the experience by which “the natural and social world appears as 

self-evident” (ibid, 1977, p. 164). It limits the universe of possible behavior in a DOO in terms of 

shared and internalized social constraints. 

Habitus, as a malleable ordering principle, spawns both, continuity and discontinuity: Continuity 

because it ‘stores’ social norms in an individual and transports them across time and space (Wacquant, 

2006); discontinuity because it is responsive to the acquisition of new dispositions and thus triggers 

innovation whenever it encounters a setting that demands new patterns. At the same time, through its 

capacity for incorporation and coordination, habitus leads to mobilization. This assessment stresses the 

notion of the digital field as being emergent. Transferring this to digital open organizing, it emphasizes 

furthermore the idea of an organization in which the impulse for organizational change can come from 

every single participant, depending however on the cogency of his or hers arguments. It illustrates that 

habitus, field and practice are in a constant interplay of mutual adjustment.  

While digital field describes in a sense the setting for digital open organizing and habitus the ordering 

principle of interaction, the full picture still misses the individual players/contributors. It misses the 

diversity of its participants which enables field dynamics in the first place. Bourdieu’s forms of capital 

can in my eyes comply with the diversity of the players. 

                                                           
11
 I will return to this point when elaborating on the forms of capital. 
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Digital capitalDigital capitalDigital capitalDigital capital: The currency in : The currency in : The currency in : The currency in a DOOa DOOa DOOa DOO    

“It is in fact impossible to account for the structure and functioning of the social world unless one 

reintroduces capital in all its forms and not solely in the one form recognized by economic theory.” 

(Bourdieu, 1983, p. 183) 

The quote hints at Bourdieu’s assumption of capital as being the determining factor for an individual’s 

position in society. His notion on capital thus blends in with Marx’s class struggle in the way that the 

individual capital endowment determines a person’s position in society and reproduces class fraction. 

Other than Marx however, Bourdieu differentiates capital. Capital, according to Bourdieu, can assume 

three different forms that are in short:  

� Economic capital, which is the command over economic resources and immediately convertible 

into money;  

� Cultural capital, which depicts forms of knowledge, skills and education and  

� social capital which is made up of social obligations.  

 

Bourdieu argues that the different types of capital can all be derived from economic capital in such an 

extent that they are, directly or indirectly, convertible into economic resources (Bourdieu and 

Wacquant, 1992, p. 119). When parents purchase cultural capital for their son, for instance by sending 

him to a prestigious and expensive private school in Northern Jutland, the subtle hope is that he will 

become a doctor or so in future and earn enough money to send his son to an prestigious private 

school.  

Bourdieu’s notion of capital allows explaining action by the attempt to vindicate one’s social position. 

Regarding the dominance of economic capital though, I assume that there are fields and practices in 

which the accumulation of and transferability to economic capital is negligible (for instance in most 

social web practices) and instead the other forms of capital gain in importance. In line with this, I 

assume that the relevance of the forms of capital is determined by the practice to which they are 

applied. The value of a capital, in my understanding, is thus its effect in determining the chances of 

winning a struggle over a position in a field. A capital thus only has a value if it helps to decide the 

game in which it is used.  

Though organizing practices in the social web are certainly not offhand generalizable regarding the 

relevance of the different forms of capitals, I do however recognize a remarkable shift regarding the 

stake in the digital field (being possibly symbolic and social instead of economic) and the applicability 

and value of capitals (being above all embodied cultural capital). In the following I will explain why 
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economic capital plays only a minor role in my understanding of a DOO and instead other forms of 

capital gain in importance. 

 

The downfall of eThe downfall of eThe downfall of eThe downfall of economic capitalconomic capitalconomic capitalconomic capital    

Economic capital occupies a central position in Bourdieu’s (1984) depiction of society, to wit, each 

form of capital can be deduced from it. This implies that any form of capital is primary characterized 

and categorized regarding its convertibility into economic capital (1986, p. 47). Bourdieu therewith 

accepts striving for accumulation of economic capital as a core principle of domination in a capitalist 

society (Blunden, 2004).  

The value of a capital is thus determined by its transferability (in terms of directness and quantity) to 

economic resources (for example cash and assets) which themselves define the command over the 

means of production. This all fits into Bourdieu’s notion of the vicious circle of an itself reproducing 

bourgeois class that rules over the material and monetary assets. Nevertheless, Bourdieu criticizes 

theories that explain human action solely by economic interest - which is also subtly expressed in the 

following quotation (in which Bourdieu criticizes economic theory):  

“If economics deals only with practices that have narrowly economic interest as their principle and 

only with goods that are directly and immediately convertible into money […]  then the universe of 

bourgeois production and exchange becomes an exception and can see itself and present itself as a 

realm of disinterestedness.” (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 47) 

In the quote, Bourdieu particularly criticizes the monetarism of economic theory that he attempts to 

overcome by differentiating the forms of capital. He supposes that order in society cannot solely be 

explained by the homo oeconomicus’ strive for economic capital but also other forms that are not 

directly convertible into money. Nevertheless, the impetus for any action, and spring of structure, is 

still the accumulation of a kind of capital (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 52); it is capitalistic. The dynamism of 

society is thus due to the different capital endowments of individuals and their attempt to gain a 

certain form of capital. To that effect, Bourdieu (1986) demands that a theory of practice  

“[…] must endeavor to grasp capital and profit in all their forms and to establish the laws whereby 

the different types of capital (or power, which amounts to the same thing) change into one another.” 

(Bourdieu, 1986, p. 47) 

While I agree that also collaboration in a group that produces something is somewhat based on 

individual capital endowments and the exchange of it, I do not apply the economocentric view on 
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social interaction. By that, I am referring to the calibration of any kind of capital in terms of its 

economic (material or monetary) value and thereby possibly classifying society as a whole in terms of 

the direct and indirect possession of economic capital. As mentioned earlier, I assume that the value of 

the forms of capital differs in terms of the respective field and practice to which they are applied. This 

meso-perspective allows examining (more or less) single fields – without explaining society as a 

whole. It allows neglecting the quest for finding the economic counter value of an individual 

investment that does not pay out right away or only in related fields. In the economocentric 

understanding of society one could bring into question: When does the circle of capitals finally close? 

How can one derive structure in society from a model that expects objective returns from any action?  

Apart from the general criticism of an economocentric understanding of any practice, the social web is 

exceptional in that it deals solely with an immaterial commodity (reflected in the nature of its main 

commodity, namely knowledge/information) and an inherent openness (regarding the access to the 

social capital).  

My conjecture is therefore that economic capital (both as a financial resource and material asset) is of 

little account in a group of practice, that interacts and produces in the social web and in which 

participation is not financially rewarded. Knowledge, as the main commodity, is non-transferable, 

indivisible and accumulative by nature. Economic capital has thus no direct impact on winning a 

struggle on the digital field. It has to be said though, that I am also building on the empirical 

assumption that digital open organizing in the social web is without payment.
12
 For instance: If 

somebody invests time, labor and cultural capital (in form of knowledge) to a digital garden, he does 

not have a direct economic benefit from his or hers investment (yet the others might appreciate his or 

hers work). Regardless of the amount of his investment he can enjoy the garden – just as anyone else.  

Another illustration of the futility of economic capital in the given field is implied by the costs of the 

means of production. Digital open organizing does not require pricey machinery but basically just a 

computer and broadband internet. Referring this to the example of the digital garden, it means that no 

one has to buy expensive garden tools, let alone the property. This invalidates the Marxist scenario of 

the feudal rule over the expensive material production means as there is no economic entrance barrier 

to the social web of production (which is also implied by the architecture of participation). If practice 

on a field follows yet an economic exchange principle, the payment must assume a symbolic form, for 

instance, in form of social acknowledgement. 

With that said, I assume that collaboration in a DOO is theoretically independent from economic 

capital while the other forms of capital (social and cultural) gain in importance.  

                                                           
12
 A consideration of social web organizing with financial payment models (e.g. pay per click) is not the part of 

the observations in this thesis. 
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Cultural capital Cultural capital Cultural capital Cultural capital ––––    embodied embodied embodied embodied knowledge as key capitalknowledge as key capitalknowledge as key capitalknowledge as key capital    

According to Bourdieu (1986) cultural capital can exist in three forms:  

� Embodied, as long lasting dispositions of the mind and the body, 

� objectified, as cultural goods like pictures, books, dictionaries, instruments and so on and 

� institutionalized, as a form of objectification of cultural capital (e.g. a university degree) 

Bourdieu (1986) uses cultural capital to point towards the differences in children’s unequal scholastic 

achievements in France during the 60s. In his view, the educational outcome of children is mainly 

determined by the social descent of an individual as the distribution of cultural capital is unequal 

among the different classes of society. The conjuncture of unequal distribution of cultural capital is 

also traceable to the unequal possession of economic capital that can be used to buy (or at least to 

afford the acquisition of) cultural capital. For Bourdieu it is external wealth that can be converted into 

an integral part of the person, into a habitus (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 48). He thereby opposes the view of 

academic success or failure as being an effect of natural aptitudes in human capital theories. 

In a system of economic transferability, the holders of economic capital can purchase cultural capital 

(directly, in the objectified form; indirectly, by affording the transaction costs of acquiring embodied 

or institutionalized capital). The acquisition of embodied capital however demands an investment of 

time and labor – which in many cases can be saved by simply hiring an agent who possesses the 

required capital (e.g. knowledge). It follows that the exploitation of externally embodied cultural 

capital carries a particular consequence for the holders of economic capital that Bourdieu (1986, p. 49) 

puts in a tricky question: “How can this capital, so closely linked to the person, be bought without 

buying the person […]?” Clearly, Bourdieu refers to the embodied form alone; as the only shape of 

cultural capital that is subject-inherent and which is, if needed and not possessed sufficiently, only 

acquirable through trade with an economic equivalent. The possession of it then requires, formulated 

provocatively, the (at least temporal) possession of the person carrying it.  

Interestingly, this hardcore-bourgeois scenario is quite applicable for the traditional institutional 

organization, in which individuals are hired for their specific knowledge in form of embodied cultural 

capital (even though most employees would not consider themselves as being bought). For their 

investment of cultural capital to the organization’s purpose, the employee receives an economic 

compensation in form of money and maybe some social security benefits. I would not go so far to use 

this illustration to align myself with Bourdieu’s intent of describing the reproduction of social classes 

(in the sense of a grand theory). However, I recognize herein a valid explanation for the emergence of 

the traditional organization in which employees are hired for their specific skills and in which the 
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participation is regulated by contract and the value of knowledge (as the embodied form of cultural 

capital) finds an economic expression.  

The lowest common denominator between this depiction of a traditional organization and a DOO is 

the implied existence of individuals with different manifestations of embodied cultural capital (e.g. 

knowledge and skills). DOOs, however, are characterized by varying levels of participation of an 

erratic number of ‘workers’ that can participate regardless of their skills. Considering that the value of 

a capital is field-dependent, the question appears what form of cultural capital is most important in the 

digital field. 

According to Bourdieu, all forms of cultural capital are symbolic as they are unrecognized as 

economic capital yet recognized as competence or authority (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 49). Assuming that a 

DOO is a communicative organization in which only the cogency of contributed arguments count in 

the struggle of being heard (see chapter on digital field), the consequence is that only those forms of 

capital carry field-specific value that can be expressed communicatively and raise a participant’s 

cogency in a specific practice. This conceptual assumption carries weight for the integration of the 

forms of cultural capital in a DOO and emphasizes the prevailing role of embodied cultural capital.  

Assumed that institutionalized cultural capital, as for example the University degree of a participant, is 

not displayed in a DOO
13
, this form of capital has no direct impact on an individual’s cogency. It 

might however have an indirect impact if it increases the quality of the argumentation for the specific 

practice. A Ph.D. student in Biology has probably more knowledge about the photosynthesis than a 

Master student in Organization Science. In all probability would the Ph.D. student’s embodied cultural 

knowledge in a biology-related field be more applicable than mine. The same holds true for the 

objectified cultural capital – it only has a value if it enhances the quality of the individual’s 

argumentation and thereby the chances of winning a struggle. The indirect competitive advantage of 

objectified cultural capital thus rests upon the unequal access to it, for instance in form of literature 

that one individual has and the other does not.  

The only form of cultural capital that has a direct impact on a participant’s cogency is the embodied 

cultural capital (knowledge as the main commodity). The relevance of the particular knowledge 

depends of course on the practice to which it applies. As subject-inherent capital, however, it is the 

only form of capital that can be utilized without drawing on external sources.  

Nevertheless, the field-specific value of embodied knowledge is not only defined by the content of the 

expressed argument itself but also by how it is transmitted and perceived by other participants. Digital 

habitus, by transcending the contradiction between the demands of the external world and the inner 

                                                           
13
 If the institutionalized capital was displayed in the social web (e.g. in a user’s profile of a science network), it 

could raise the individual’s credibility.   
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dispositions, thus also impinges on the value of the embodied cultural capital. That means that the 

value of an individual’s knowledge depends how it is applied in the respective practice in the digital 

field and how it is assessed by other participants. If knowledge is not expressed according to a certain 

habitus in a DOO (e.g. a Wikipedia-entry is far too long or an edit is too colloquial), the value of the 

expressed cultural capital is certainly reduced. To put it simply: Embodied cultural capital only has a 

value if it is accepted in the group and thereby if it matches a digital habitus.  

Digital capital, as I arrogate to call the field-relevant capital in a DOO, is the form of capital that is 

adopted by the other participants of a DOO and thereby in accordance with a digital habitus. Though 

organizational practices in the social web are manifold regarding their purpose and complexity, I 

assume that embodied cultural capital, due to the nature of its sole commodity, is by far the most 

relevant form. Economic, as well as objectified and institutionalized cultural capital, play only a 

subordinate role in the sense that they can raise or simplify the acquisition of embodied cultural capital 

of a participant.  

Considering that the economic compensation of participation in a DOO is null, the question appears 

what triggers participation in a DOO. This question, I believe, can be approached by Bourdieu’s third, 

and intrinsically different, form of capital: The social capital. 

 

Social capital Social capital Social capital Social capital     

The intrinsic difference between social capital and the other forms of capital resides in its scope of 

application. Other than economic and cultural capital, social capital can only be understood in the 

context of a more or less durable network, it cannot be possessed exclusively by an individual. 

Bourdieu (1986) defines it as follows: 

“Social capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of 

a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and 

recognition” (ibid, , p.51) 

It is, in other words, a collectively-owned capital, a factor that provides a member of a certain group 

with benefits owing to his or hers social connections. Social capital is thereby based on relationships - 

the establishment and maintenance of which requires re-acknowledgement of proximity between 

members and, in this respect, material and symbolic exchanges (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 51). Though not 

categorically socially ‘institutionalized’, Bourdieu refers to families, social classes or political parties 

as examples (ibid, 1986, p. 51). Getting birthday presents or filling a vacancy with a good friend are 

just a few examples of how the material (birthday presents) or symbolic (job) exchange can happen. 
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These examples, however, indicate the diverse magnitudes of the impact of social capital ranging from 

little courtesies to desired public positions – the latter of which dovetails with Bourdieu’s notion of 

reproducing social classes. This exclusive joint solidarity of social capital in this regard favors only 

partaking individuals.  

The implied solidarity is based on mutual expectation, a one-hand-washes-the-other-principle that 

Bourdieu (1986, p.52) describes as follows: “The profits which accrue from being a member of a more 

or less particular group are the basis of solidarity which make them possible.” As disillusioning that 

assessment might sound for, let us say, marriages it still emphasizes that a somewhat durable network 

(e.g. an organization) is built on exchange and the mutually expected benefit of the relationship. Social 

capital presupposes an unceasing effort of sociability, a continuous series of exchanges in which 

recognition is endlessly affirmed and reaffirmed. The network of an individual is the product of 

individual investment strategies aimed at reproducing lasting social relationships that are usable in the 

short or long term. That implies durable obligations that are backed up by gratitude, respect and 

recognition (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 52). The value of the social capital, according to Bourdieu, depends on 

the size of the network an individual can effectively mobilize and on the volume of economic and 

cultural capital by those to whom he is connected (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 52) – much like the network 

effect implies.  

Bourdieu’s notion of social capital offers again a valid explanation for the emergence and reproduction 

of social classes; it has a distinct structural purpose. Assumed that society consists of a multitude of 

rather stable social groups with different equipment of social capital, then a member from a group in 

which resides a relatively high capital stock has a competitive advantage over a member from a group 

with a considerably low capital stock. Class fractions are in that way explainable with constant acts of 

conscious or unconscious nepotism, in which individual returns also benefit the collective. This grand 

representation only makes sense of course in the case that all members maintain in strong and 

reciprocal relations in a more or less institutionalized and exclusive network, so that the benefit of 

socially owned capital is always reserved for its members.  

The core differences between Bourdieu’s notion of social capital of an institutional and enduring 

network and my conceptual idea of social capital in a DOO are  

� the inclusivity of social capital in a DOO,  

� the imbalance of individual investments and  

� the nature of a DOO’s main commodity.  

The implied inclusivity (openness) of social capital in a DOO portends that anyone can equally benefit 

from it. In this regard, the social capital of a DOO does not have a nepotistic impact regarding other 
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groups or networks. It does not provide an individual with assets that another individual could not 

likewise possess. It grants access to anyone regardless of what an individual can ‘bring into the 

marriage’. This is inconsonant with Bourdieu’s notion of a more or less institutionalized network with 

a certain balance of mutual effort. It is however partly attributed to the nature of the main commodity 

in a DOO. In the case of an offline-garden, one gardener might argue: “I planted the grapes and 

watered them daily. I invested most of the work and want the biggest share of the harvest!”  The 

beauty however about the harvest in a digital garden is that it is theoretically inexhaustible; knowledge 

(as the main commodity) can be used without reducing the benefit for others. The expected return of 

investment is, if at all, merely symbolic and immaterial in form of a level of recognition (e.g. respect 

or status). An investment to the social capital of a DOO does not receive an objective compensation. 

This group-factor pertains also to the actual assessment of an individual investment (e.g. changing an 

article in Wikipedia) as any intended investment to the social capital can be reviewed and rejected by 

other participants. Metaphorically spoken, anyone can harvest as much as he or she wants. The 

decision however what is planted and how it is planted rests upon the group. An investment is likely to 

be accepted if it is in accordance to a digital habitus and if it enhances the social capital. 

Social capital in a DOO is furthermore mediatized as the relations between the individuals are solely 

built on digital communication and the collaboration is characterized by the social web. The potential 

strength of DOOs is their loose but potentially vast digital network of individuals with embodied 

cultural capital. Individuals can share their capital, theoretically, without limiting their own benefit and 

without huge effort due to the architecture of participation.    
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PuttiPuttiPuttiPutting the parts together ng the parts together ng the parts together ng the parts together     

In what follows, I will briefly delineate the core theoretical assessments of the last chapters in regard 

to a theory of practice for the digital field. I assume that Bourdieu’s central concepts (field, habitus and 

capital) have to be modified in order to embrace the new empirical particularities of the social web. I 

will use my theoretical modification hereinafter to deduce relatively open categories that I will 

inductively revise on the basis of the case in this study, the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. 

I consider the social web as an emerging field that reframes many communicative practices, including 

organizing. It comprises central elements, such as an inherent openness, varying levels of participation 

of a hypothetically infinite number of participants with most diverse capital endowments. All these 

aspects raise the question how ordered collaboration is possible in a DOO. 

Habitus can partly answer this question. It is an ordering principle that constrains the way individuals 

interact on a field. It is internalized structure that has an inclination to impose itself on individuals that 

take part in the same practice. It is still relational in the way that it does not predetermine an action but 

provides a frame for potential social behavior based on previous experiences. I consider digital habitus 

apriori merely as the embodied knowledge that helps individuals to interact purposefully in the social 

web. Being here an open practice with generally the same rights of participation for any individual, 

digital habitus further implies an inter-subjective alignment (cogency) of contributions according to 

shared but still malleable principles (doxa). It has thus also an influence on the value of an individual’s 

capital in a form of organization that is built on communication. Illusio, as the belief in the practice, 

indicates that players identifying with the organizational practices spend more time participating in it 

and thus develop a better feel for the game.  

Lastly, the forms of capital contemplate the players’ contextual cogency regarding the organizational 

practice. Bourdieu differentiates three forms of capital (economic, cultural and social). In my eyes, 

any form of capital has to be understood contextually, meaning that its value is determined by its 

relevance in a particular practice. A form of capital has only a value if it raises the chances to take 

influence in a group practice; if it allows having influence on the organizational practice.  

That said I assume that economic capital is negligible in a DOO, as neither the participation nor the 

access to the social capital requires an economic expenditure. Individual contribution does not receive 

an economic compensation. Instead, embodied cultural capital (as knowledge and skills) is most 

important in a DOO. It is the only form of capital that can be expressed through communication 

without drawing from external resources. Objectified and institutionalized capitals are only then of 

relevance in a DOO, if they enhance a participant’s knowledge regarding the practice. Nonetheless, 

embodied cultural capital is only of value if it is invested according to a digital habitus – wherewith 
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the circle closes. Digital capital does in this regard not only comprise an individual’s thematic 

knowledge, but also to his or hers know-how regarding the practice. It elucidates how tightly knit the 

constructions practice, field, habitus and capitals are. 

The third and last form of capital, social capital resides in a network of individuals. In case of a DOO 

it is inclusive even though individual contributions are imbalanced. Everyone can equally profit from a 

DOO’s social capital due to the nature of its main commodity and the inherent openness of the field; 

raising the question why people still invest time and effort for contributing.  

This understanding of digital open organizing has, up to here, a purely theoretical groundwork; its 

derivation is based on a reflection of Bourdieu’s theory of practice for an ideal notion of the social 

web. It still misses the ‘moose test’, the empirical revision with an appropriate case. After the 

derivation of my relatively open categories in the next chapter, I will therefore revise my 

understanding of digital open organizing on the basis of my empirical case: Wikipedia.   
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ArrArrArrArriving at conceptual categories for digital open organizingiving at conceptual categories for digital open organizingiving at conceptual categories for digital open organizingiving at conceptual categories for digital open organizing    

Against the delineated theoretical backdrop, I assume that digital open organizing exhibits particular 

collaborative and participatory patterns that I will examine in the case of Wikipedia. It has to be said 

that the conceptual categories presented here bear on my theoretical derivation in the previous chapters 

and do therefore not exclude other eligible explanations. Being relatively open, I do expect to revise 

and possibly enrich these on the basis of my empirical case. 

I do not claim completeness regarding the identified categories as my conjectures are drawn from a 

purely theoretical derivation of a theory of practice for the social web and not specifically for the 

empirical case Wikipedia. Nevertheless, by having chosen Wikipedia as a typical case, I assume that 

the categories and eventually the findings regarding participation and collaboration appear in similar 

shapes in other digital open organizations. A contextual generalization thereof can help understanding 

other forms of social web organizing.  

My three theoretical categories are: 

1. Varying levels and forms of participation, which aims to identify overall styles of participation at 

Wikipedia 

2. Identification and participation, which applies to the identification of individual participants with 

the practice and its meaning for participation 

3. Participation and digital habitus, which applies to the presence of digital habitus at Wikipedia and 

how it affects participation 

I will hereinafter shortly delineate the rationale of each of the three categories. It has to be said though, 

that I consider the categories merely as a starting point for further inductive investigations.  

 

Varying levelsVarying levelsVarying levelsVarying levels    and formsand formsand formsand forms    of participationof participationof participationof participation    

The easy access to the digital field due to the architecture of participation and the ethic of participation 

(openness) allows anyone to participate in the organizational practice. There is no formal border that 

prevents someone from partaking (inclusiveness). At the same time, there is no expected level of 

contribution, allowing for varying levels of participation among the contributors. As there is no 

financial remuneration, normative constraint or formal hierarchy, I further assume that participants 

invest time and effort in practices they can relate to. The question is first if there are particular patterns 

of varying participation present at Wikipedia and second if participation is contextual regarding the 

individual occupation.  
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Identification and participationIdentification and participationIdentification and participationIdentification and participation        

Only players with sufficient ‘savoir-faire’ and belief in the game (illusio) will be willing to invest time 

and effort playing it. They develop a know-how regarding the practice (habitus). Contributors that 

believe in the purpose of the DOO develop a certain know-how regarding the practice. This poses the 

questions what identification in the case of Wikipedia means and how it shapes participation.
14
 

 

Participation and digital habitusParticipation and digital habitusParticipation and digital habitusParticipation and digital habitus    

Digital habitus implies a certain freedom of where participants invest their knowledge to a DOO while 

at the same time being a guideline of how it is invested. Individual contributions are ideally assessed 

by other users by reference to a digital habitus. The question arises how a digital habitus influences the 

collaboration in a DOO.  

I consider these categories as the starting points of my empirical exploration. Therewith, I expect to 

revise, alter and eventually enrich these in the course of the study. In the end of my analysis, I hence 

aim to arrive at several sub-categories that help to frame digital open organizing regarding a modified 

notion of a theory of practice. From the empirical insights and my theoretical interpretations, I will 

also draw conclusions on the future areas of organizational research.   

                                                           
14
 In the course of the inductive analysis, I realized that also the identity of the contributors plays a central role. 

For this reason, I later added ‘identity’ to this conceptual category. 
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Wikipedia as a typical Wikipedia as a typical Wikipedia as a typical Wikipedia as a typical casecasecasecase    for digitalfor digitalfor digitalfor digital    open organizingopen organizingopen organizingopen organizing15151515    

“Its 21 million articles (over 3.9 million in English alone) have been written collaboratively by volunteers 

around the world. Almost all of its articles can be edited by anyone with access to the site, and it has about 

100,000 regularly active contributors.”
16
 

The above quote already indicates that the online encyclopedia Wikipedia exemplifies in many 

respects a digital open organization and could be regarded as a fertile ground to apply my relatively 

open categories of collaboration and participation. According to its webpage, Wikipedia is a free and 

collaboratively edited encyclopedia with about 4 million articles in English that have been written by 

volunteers around the world.
17
 Following, I will delineate in more detail why I consider Wikipedia, at 

least at the outset, to be a typical case in this study. 

� Openness of the practice and architecture of participation: Run by the wiki software, Wikipedia 

allows the editing of articles by virtually anyone via the web browser (except in cases where 

editing is restricted to prevent vandalism).
18
 It allows for large groups to create web-based content 

collaboratively. A theoretical infinite number of users with varying cultural capital resources can 

thereby participate in the editing process - as presupposed in the theoretical part. 

� Absence of financial remuneration: Contributors are not financially remunerated for their work in 

Wikipedia. Still, about 100,000 people participate voluntarily on a regular basis. Participation is 

thus not attributable to financial reasons but must have other motivations. The absence of financial 

remuneration is a core premise for my understanding of digital open organizing.  

� Open access to social capital: Anyone has access to Wikipedia’s social capital. Its articles are 

considered to be “free content that anyone can edit, use, modify, and distribute”
19
. It is possible to 

use the content without contributing to the articles. The social capital, the wealth in the network of 

users, is inclusive and does theoretically not require investments in mutual recognition. It leaves 

the question open, what otherwise motivates people to partake. 

� The nature of its main commodity: Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia. Its main commodity is 

thereby embodied cultural capital in the form of knowledge and thus corresponds to Masuda’s 

(1983) assessments about information sharing and social benefit.  

� No firm rules: One of the five pillars of Wikipedia
20
 is the absence of firm rules. The community 

adopts self-governing principles in the form of guidelines and policies (in article-form), meaning 

that even these can be edited by any user. The users can discuss changes in the talk-section of an 

article, hinting at inter-subjective group coordination mechanisms in a DOO. Still, the existence of 

                                                           
15
 For quotes and references related to Wikipedia itself, I will use footnotes with the date of accession.  

16
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia, accessed 15.07.2012 

17
 http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia, accessed 29.08.2012 

18
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About, accessed 01.06.2012 

19
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedia_is_free_content, accessed 05.06.2012 

20
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars, accessed 06.06.2012 
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guidelines and policies poses the question how anarchic open organizing in the case of Wikipedia 

can be.  

All these aspects correspond to my empirical premises of digital open organizing and allow exploring 

its empirical implementation. Wikipedia theoretically allows a large number of users with different 

capital endowments to participate in its practice where they want, when they want and to which degree 

they want. Its extent regarding the number of editors and articles can furthermore be seen indicative 

for the manageability for large amounts of data. Wikipedia is, so-to-speak, a giant experiment for 

digital open organizing that allows gaining insight about how loose collaboration and informal 

participation works in practice; how collaborative work in the digital garden is ordered. 

Apart from the theoretical correspondence, another reason for choosing Wikipedia as the case in this 

study is the availability of data. All articles can be tracked back to their initial upload; every change 

from any user (also the IPs) is saved in the ‘View history-section’ (Figure 4). Changes of an article can 

be discussed by users in the Talk-section (Figure 4). This transparency in terms of the article history 

allows free access to the empirical data needed to analyze participation and collaboration in a DOO.  

 

     

Time, date and author of the last 

edit; amount of added data 

Figure 4: Availability of data 
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Just before aJust before aJust before aJust before analyzing nalyzing nalyzing nalyzing WikipediaWikipediaWikipediaWikipedia    

The single case of this study is the English version of Wikipedia. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, I 

regard each article as a potential sub-case with the same structural premises for collaboration and 

participation. Despite the general non-representativity of the cases in this study, it is my aim to 

identify recurring patterns by comparing sub-cases. The comparative approach of analytic induction 

further allows encountering deviations in the sample, which then lead to further empirical 

investigations. The inductive nature of my research design leaves it open to identify potentially 

unexpected characteristics about participation and collaboration in the social web.  

Having chosen a constructivist modification of analytic induction, I will in the following delineate 

briefly my methodological choices that arouse from the preliminary theoretical discussion and the 

derivation of my ‘working categories’. This includes the choice of sub-cases, the choice of the units of 

analysis as well as the operationalization and analytic tools.   

 

Choosing the subChoosing the subChoosing the subChoosing the sub----casescasescasescases    

The choice of sub-cases in this study is random in the way that they are not representative for the 

population of articles on Wikipedia. Nevertheless, it is systematic in terms of a theoretical sampling 

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Digital open organizing ideally deals with a high number of participants and 

an openness regarding the access to the practice.  

To ensure dealing with, in my view, typical and comparable cases of digital open organizing, I 

presupposed that the articles are not blocked due to vandalism (openness), have at least 50 contributors 

and a minimum of 100 edits. I used the ‘random article’ tool in the Wikipedia menu (Figure 5) in order 

to find cases that match my rough theoretical requirements. I excluded cases that did not match my 

criteria regarding number of edits and contributors.  

 

Figure 5: Random article tool 
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The 10 articles resulting from this more or less random selection procedure cover a broad spectrum of 

thematic topics. Figure 6 lists the sample of article for this study together with the respective number 

of contributors and revisions at the time of retrieval.  

 

 

Choosing the Choosing the Choosing the Choosing the unitunitunitunitssss    of analysisof analysisof analysisof analysis    

When analyzing single articles in terms of my conceptual categories, I specifically relate to the review 

history and talk pages of the respective articles as well as the user profiles of its top contributors – at 

least at the outset of my otherwise inductive exploration. While it is true that the focus of ordinary 

users of Wikipedia is the article content itself, the production process, which is in my eyes of core 

relevance when investigating participation and collaboration, happens ‘behind the scenes’. Even 

though I identify an empirical starting point for each application of one of my categories, I allow for 

incidental insights to also feed the other categories and investigating further whenever a unit of 

analysis does not exhaustively explain a category. Figure 7 lists the initial units of analysis in terms of 

its respective category: 

 

 

Figure 7: Units of analysis 

Figure 6: Sub-cases 
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Operationalization and tOperationalization and tOperationalization and tOperationalization and toolsoolsoolsools    for investigationfor investigationfor investigationfor investigation    

Disapproving, in Bourdieuian tradition, the dichotomy of objectivism and relativism, my analytic tools 

comprise both, qualitative and quantitative methods. Figure 8 lists the conceptual category as well as 

its ‘working operationalization’ and analysis tool. I will go into more detail about the tools before 

presenting the results in each category. 

 

To analyze the data, I draw on Glaser’s (2001) constant comparison. I do thus not bear on a preset 

theory for analysis but my own modification of Bourdieu’s theory of practice for the social web. After 

the presentation of each sub-category I shortly reflect on its meaning for the theory of practice 

(sometimes by relating to the garden metaphor from the introduction). At the end of the analysis I will 

put the empirical insights in order and finally arrive at an empirically revised understanding of digital 

open organizing. I will further apply a thick description when presenting the results of my analysis 

regarding on the one hand my explorative steps and on the other hand aspects of Wikipedia that 

require further explanation.   

Figure 8: Operationalization and tools 
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Analyzing pAnalyzing pAnalyzing pAnalyzing patterns of participation and atterns of participation and atterns of participation and atterns of participation and collaborationcollaborationcollaborationcollaboration    at Wikipediaat Wikipediaat Wikipediaat Wikipedia    

The structure of the analysis follows the order of my relatively open categories. Despite the deduction 

of guiding categories, the empirical research in this thesis is still inductive. I will therefore shortly 

delineate the process of coming to know and the initial methodological considerations before 

amplifying the results of the analysis in the new subordinate categories in each chapter.  

Following the logic of analytic induction, I collected further empirical material when a sub-case was 

deviant from the others or where a finding raised new questions. My aim is not to offer a gapless 

account of participation and collaboration at Wikipedia but to identify core patterns that are present in 

the ten sub-cases of theoretical sampling. These, I suggest, can help understanding the phenomena of 

digital open organizing from an organizational perspective.  

I regard my modification of Bourdieu’s theory of practice for the social web as the theoretical 

backbone of my approach. For this reason, I apply Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) constant comparison. By 

incorporating new empirical insights to my purely theoretical conceptualization, I hope to finally 

arrive at a coherent understanding of the empirical realization of a digital open organization (Figure 9).  

 

A comprising summary of the analysis can be found in the attachment (appendix, p. 93). In terms of a 

better illustration, I use concise tables and explanatory screenshots where I think they are necessary 

and references to the respective parts in the attachment. I will present the main results of my analysis 

in the present tense but switch to the past tense whenever I relate to my ‘experience’ in the field and 

when a finding caused further investigations 

Figure 9: Research plan 
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Varying levels of participationVarying levels of participationVarying levels of participationVarying levels of participation    

As the only category of primary quantitative nature, I used a statistical analysis of the revision 

histories of the single articles, at least at the outset of the exploration in this category. The revision 

history of an article lists every single change since the initial upload, together with the username, the 

date and the size of an edit. It thereby allows extracting the relevant data for the operationalization of 

the levels of participation and reconstructing the contribution of every user that ever edited an article. 

By doing that, I understand participation for the moment as a quantitative construct; as the amount of 

edits in a certain time frame.  

When exploring ‘levels of participation’ my intention is to discover patterns of contribution by 

comparing the individual effort (measured in number of edits), the average time between edits of 

contributors as well as the size of individual contributions. Deviant results in the statistical analysis 

(e.g. the deviant case of FCK) lead to further investigations. My analytic premise, similar to a 

qualitative content analysis (Mayring, 2002), is: Patterns of participation and contribution at 

Wikipedia are present if they repeatedly occur in similar shapes in the observed data. In total, the 

random sample of 10 sub-cases exhibited 1100 contributors and 2073 edits at the time of retrieval
21
 - 

of course with varying distribution among the cases (as Figure 10 illustrates).  

Proceeding from the relatively vague assumption that digital open organizing promotes varying levels 

participation, my aim is not to examine if this category holds true but more importantly if Wikipedia 

exhibits specific patterns of participation regarding the workload and rhythm. For better illustration, I 

summarize the contribution of the top 10 per cent of contributors (first decile) in each article and the 

bottom 20 per cent. 

 

A few A few A few A few workworkworkwork    a lot a lot a lot a lot ––––    most is done by manymost is done by manymost is done by manymost is done by many    

When analyzing the number of edits of every contributor in the sub-cases, my intention is primary to 

discover if and how editors work to different degrees on an article; how the total workload in the 

digital garden is divided among the gardeners. Having theoretically the same premises of participation 

and no obligation to work (as in a traditional organization), my interest is to discover if the 

contributors demonstrate different efforts of participating.
22
 The detailed analysis of the revision 

history can be found in the attachment (appendix, p. 93). 

                                                           
21
 June 12, 2012 

22
 Of course this regards only the quantifiable effort of contribution in terms of the number of edits. I will return 

to the qualitative style of participation when applying the category of contextual participation. 
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In the sample, the top 10 per cent of contributors account for at least 25.89 per cent of the edits at an 

average of 38.29 per cent for the whole sample.
23
 Nevertheless, apart from one case (FCK), all 

examined articles show a total contribution of less than 50 per cent of the top decile (as Figure 10 

illustrates) indicating that the majority of the workload spreads on many shoulders.
24
 Interestingly, the 

bottom 20 per cent of the contributors of each article only participate with a single edit
25
 which hints at 

the importance of single contributions at Wikipedia - which is why I also I examined and compared 

the single edits (see: Importance of single editors).  

  

 

The statistical examination of the contributions reveals a pattern of participation at Wikipedia: A small 

number of contributors shoulder much of the total work. In the sample, 10 per cent of the contributors 

accounts for 40 per cent of the total contributions. Nonetheless, more than half of the work is 

accomplished by the majority of the contributors. Put another way: A few contribute disproportionally 

more; most of the edits, however, come from lower level contributors.  

Referring this result to the digital garden, it appears that a few gardeners invest a high effort in the 

maintenance of the digital garden and shoulder a highly disproportionate amount of the total workload. 

At the same time the bulk of the total work is done by short-term gardeners that possibly only work 

once in the garden. The results do not yet allow inferences on patterns of task allocation. Nonetheless, 

it appears that digital open organizing depicts a practice in which individuals not only participate to 

varying degrees but also exhibit different ‘classes’ of contribution. In addition, the results indicate that 

it is worthwhile to have a closer look on the ‘top contributors’. It raises the question about the 

inclinations for engaging intensely in contributing.  

                                                           
23
 The average can, due to the unrepresentative sample, be merely regarded as an illustration. 

24
 Accessed 11.06.2012; abbreviations: MDP - Mike David Peluso, IP - International PEN, CA - Carlo Maratta, 

DTK - Driven to Kill, AAF - Alloa Athletic F.C., RNB - R. Nicholas Burns, LJ – Lone Justice, FCK - FC 

Kharviv, B - Burntisland, M - Morphology 
25
 Deviations in the percentages occur due to rounding up and down when calculating the bottom 20 per cent of 

contributors 

Figure 10: Levels of participation 
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Figure 11 illustrates the general distribution of contribution for all examined sub-cases. Even though 

most of the work is accomplished by many small scale contributors, it also demonstrates that a few 

(illustrated by the top 10) do disproportionately more.  

 

 

The noticeable deviation of the sub-case FCK, an article about the Ukrainian professional football club 

FC Kharviv, from the other examined sub-cases induced me to have a closer look in its revision 

history. The list of the top 50 contributors (appendix, p. 98) drew my attention to its major contributor, 

a user called Chudinho. The very same user accounts for 124 edits at the time of retrieval, which is 

more than double as much as the user with the second most edits (MaksKhomenko with 52 edits). In 

order to find a valid explanation for his exceptionally high activity in the editing of the FCK-article, I 

examined his Wikipedia user profile. 

Chudinho’s profile (see figure 12) offers a valid explanation for his high activity: The user lives in the 

same town from which the football club (in the article) comes from and refers to himself as a supporter 

of the very same team (here referred to as Metalist Kharviv).  

  

Top 10Top 10Top 10Top 10
(38,29%)

Mid 70Mid 70Mid 70Mid 70
(41,79%)

Bottom 20Bottom 20Bottom 20Bottom 20
(19,92%)

Figure 11: General distribution of contribution 

Figure 12: User profile Chudinho 
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Much more than the fact that Chudinho epitomizes the aspect of disproportionate division of labor (as 

generally displayed in the top 10 group of contributors), his case also hints at the importance of 

personal involvement in the participation effort of a user. It appears that high levels of participation at 

Wikipedia bear on high personal involvement with a matter. If Chudinho was a gardener, he would 

return and work on the very same vegetable patch again and again because apparently he likes 

tomatoes. In this case the tomato is the Ukrainian professional football club FC Kharviv. Chudinho 

indicates that a high effort in a practice on that does not include a financial remuneration also has a 

dimension of personal involvement.  

For this reason, I decided not, as initially planned, only to examine the identification with Wikipedia in 

the category ‘identification and participation’ but also the identity of the user (as far as this is possible 

in the available data). Chudinho’s case urged me to look closer at the top contributors and their 

inclinations to edit - which I will revisit more intensely in the next conceptual category.  

 

Minor editsMinor editsMinor editsMinor edits    and semiautomatic caretakersand semiautomatic caretakersand semiautomatic caretakersand semiautomatic caretakers    

Wikipedia differentiates minor and major edits; the latter being edits that change the content of an 

article. Minor edits, on the other hand, are edits that do not modify the content. These include 

typographical corrections, formatting and presentational changes. A user that checks the minor edit 

box in the edit window signifies that only superficial differences exist between the current and the 

previous version.
26
 In the digital garden, minor gardening is probably picking up garbage or pulling 

out weeds – anything that does not alter another person’s flowerbed. 

On the minor change help page under the section ‘Things to remember’ the first bullet item says: 

“Marking a major change as a minor one is considered poor etiquette, especially if the change 

involves the deletion of some text.”
27
 This statement as well as the voluntary checking of the minor edit 

box by the user already hints at an importance of trust (a user checks the box voluntarily) and a rule of 

conduct (‘poor etiquette’) at Wikipedia to which I return when analyzing the category digital habitus 

and participation. Nonetheless, it already indicates, however, that digital open organizing (at least in 

its empirical realization) is not an anarchic matter. 

                                                           
26
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Minor_edit, 16.06.2012 

27
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Minor_edit, 16.06.2012 
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When examining the revision history of the sample, my aim is to identify patterns of minor editing. 

Conceivably, random readers of an article that stumble across a formal error in a text correct these ‘on 

the way’ due to the low obstacles of participation in Wikipedia – which might also be in accordance 

with the fact that the bottom 20 per cent (and even more) only contribute with a single edit. These 

minor edits would then be locatable rather at the end of the contributor list.  

Instead of examining the minor edits of all users, I focus again on the first decile of contributors, 

assuming that if these exhibit a particularly low engagement in minor editing, the bottom 90 per cent 

would in reverse be principally responsible for minor edits (or ‘clearing work’). To do this, I counted 

the number of minor edits among the first decile of contributors of each article (see appendix, p. 93) 

and put the number in relation with the whole count of minor edits per article, as Figure 14 illustrates.  

 

Albeit the results show that in each case the first decile is also disproportionally engaged in minor 

editing (as it covers more than 10 per cent of the minor edits in each sub-case), the numbers reveal no 

clear pattern of minor editing for the top contributors and do thus not allow a general inversion of the 

previous argument for all sub-cases.  

The minor editing rate among the top 10 per cent contributors ranges from 15.61% to 69.56%, being 

almost harmonically distributed in between in the range of sub-cases. The conclusion is mundane: In 

all examined articles, the top decile of contributors is also disproportionately engaged in minor editing. 

It appears that the top gardeners, to varying degrees, also keep the patch on which they are working on 

clean.  

Figure 13: Minor edit box 

Figure 14: Minor edits top 10 per cent 
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Nevertheless, the sub-case FCK is again deviant due to its high relation of minor edits among the top 

10 per cent of contributors. Using the editor tool from the Wikipedia tool server
28
 (which allows listing 

the contributors by number of edits and share of minor edits), I examined the FCK-top contributor list. 

User Palffy’s share of the total minor edits from the top 10 per cent of contributors is with 75 per cent 

(24 from 32) disproportionally high.  

 

Palffy’s user profile (Figure 16) offers an explanation for his propensity to minor editing, especially in 

the case of the article on FC Kharviv. His profile displays three different virtual medals
29
  – one of 

which is the ‘Ukrainian National Award ‘For Merit’, for vigilant fight against vandalism and 

contributing to 10 Ukrainian football club Wikipedia entries’.  

It appears that Palffy is profoundly engaged in protecting articles of Ukrainian football clubs from 

vandalism, he is, so-to-say, a watchdog for a particular section in the digital garden. The case of FCK 

illustrates in this regard that individuals adopt specific roles in the editing process of an article (or the 

practice of digital open organizing). Wikipedia thus reveals a form of specialization of labor and the 

existence of social credentials (awards) for high devotion in particular tasks. High participation is 

apparently related to a form of social recognition which is again similar to Bourdieu’s notion of 

investments in mutual recognition in the social capital. I go into more detail about the role of social 

recognition at Wikipedia when adapting the next category to the empirical material.  

                                                           
28
 http://toolserver.org/~daniel/WikiSense/Contributors.php, accessed 29.06.2012 

29
 Users at Wikipedia can be awarded for outstanding efforts in various practices; 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_awards, accessed 10.07.2012) 

Figure 15: Contributor list FCK 
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While examining minor editing, something else caught my attention: Semiautomatic and automatic 

Wikipedia edits. All examined samples exhibit a considerable amount of automatic minor, so-called 

bot-edits. Bots are “automated or semi-automated tools that carry out repetitive and mundane tasks” 

in order to maintain the formal appearance of the articles
30
.  

 

These automatic edit tools account for an average of 32.04 per cent of all minor edits, yet with varying 

levels of appearance among the single sub-cases (see figure 18). Bots are tools programmed by 

Wikipedia users and do, for instance, revert vandalism, check spelling, correct links or find and revert 

changes by suspicious users.
31
 

                                                           
30
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bots, accessed, 19.06.2012 

31
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Types_of_bots, accessed 19.06.2012 

Figure 17: Example for Bot-edits in the case DTK (ranked top-down) 

Figure 16: User profile Palffy 
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As bots may cause “severe disruption if they malfunction” and “have a lower level of scrutiny”
32
, they 

have to be approved by the so-called Bot Approval Group
33
 which supervises and approves all bot-

related activities from a technical and quality control perspective.  

Generally every user with programming experience can apply for membership in this group by posting 

a request on its Wikipedia talk page. He or she receives a reply after seven days. The delineated 

process hints already at a hierarchy (e.g. ‘approval’ group) and specialization (e.g. programming 

skills) at Wikipedia. It appears that some practices require specific skills, other than ‘just’ writing. In 

this case there is even a form of inter-subjective group assessment regarding the suitability of 

individual candidates for a particular task force. Even though the hierarchy here concerns only 

marginally the editing of articles itself, I assume that there are also other cases of hierarchy directly 

related to the production of content (to which I return in the category ‘digital habitus and 

participation’). Nevertheless, other than theoretically assumed, it appears that there are positions in the 

field that are more or less occupied and that these are related to the primary practice but rather the 

managing of the organization.  

Regarding the mere content-production process the bots themselves have a specific function: They 

keep order without interfering with the actual content. They undertake simple tasks that contribute to 

keep the articles in a formal order and are a sign for Wikipedia’s architecture of participation. They 

enable less skilled individuals to participate in the editing without being familiar with the editorial 

style at Wikipedia. Individuals that have a thematically high level of embodied cultural capital that 

they could use for contributing to an article but a low level of embodied cultural capital regarding the 

know-how to express this knowledge (which I called digital habitus), can thus still participate without 

interfering with the commonly accepted order (doxa) of an article. It speaks for Wikipedia’s 

architecture of participation and the openness of the field.   

  

                                                           
32
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bot_policy, accessed 19.06.2012 

33
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bot_policy#Bot_Approvals_Group, accessed 19.06.2012 

Figure 18: Semiautomatic minor edits 
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Situative Situative Situative Situative activation of top contributors activation of top contributors activation of top contributors activation of top contributors     

Contrary to the working situation in an institutional organization, no contributor at Wikipedia is 

expected to appear to work every day. Users can participate whenever they want. When examining the 

category of levels of participation, I therefore also want to get an insight about the ‘working morale’ at 

Wikipedia, more precisely about the time between the edits of a single editor. These can cast a light on 

the activation of users and thereby reveal patterns of participation in a DOO regarding the different 

working styles. 

I focus again on the first decile of contributors (Figure 19), acknowledging that these are neither 

representative for all articles at Wikipedia nor their respective sub-case. Nonetheless, I assume that 

especially the most active contributors can, due to their edit count, can illustrate a pattern of activation 

at Wikipedia. The average time between their edits illustrates if they, for instance, return to the field at 

various times or if they instead work intensely in a rather short period of time, if activation is situative 

or rather accumulated. As most edits in the articles are single or double edits (see Figure 21), it is 

tenable not to consider these for recurring patterns of activation. I will therefore elaborate on single 

edits in the following sub category.   

The table below shows the top contributors for each of the sub-cases, their number of edits and the 

average time between an edit. In terms of a better illustration, I also included the dates of the first and 

last edit of each contributor as it gives an impression about the whole time span of contribution and the 

continuity of participation.  

 

Apart from one case (M), all examined articles exhibit an interval of edits of more than a week in time 

frames ranging from approximately 6 years (Chudinho) to 8 month (Tim010987). The patterns of 

participation of each contributor vary, being however indicative of different styles of participation. In 

the case of MDP, for instance, the top contributor participated within a long time frame (5 years) with 

a comparably low number of edits (14). Similar tendencies of ‘long-term-low-contribution’-

participation can be identified in the sub-cases IP, AAF and B. The sub-case FCK, with its top 

contributor Chudinho, is in this regard again an exception. In a time frame of approximately 6 years, 

Chudinho contributed 124 times with an average of 16 days between edits. He portrays a form of 

‘long-term-high-contribution’-participation.  A less distinct form of this ‘long-term-low-contribution’ 

can be also seen in the case CA.  

Figure 19: Semiautomatic minor edits 
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Incorporating these results again into the garden metaphor, it becomes clear that the most engaged 

gardeners (regarding the number of contributions) have very varying working rhythms. One gardener 

might show up over a long period of time on a regular basis (e.g. Chudinho); others might appear only 

for a short period of time, and then however, ‘work hard’. It has to be said though that some works in 

the digital garden might simply require less care. In an analogue world, a Japanese stone garden, for 

instance, requires a high effort to plant but probably less maintenance effort than a rose bed. 

Analogously, articles might be more or less matter of frequent adaptations or not (e.g. biographies of 

living and dead people).  

Despite the different styles of participation among the top contributors, the results suggest that high 

participation in Wikipedia is rather situative than accumulative as top contributors are likely return to 

their workplace even after longer periods of time. Engaged players of a practice return to the field 

more often, which hints at the role of a Wikipedia community (that I will amplify later).  

Only case M is an exception. Its top editor (Standinguptoit) contributed 9 times in a time frame of less 

than a day. Using again the ‘User contribution tool’
34
 (Figure 18), I therefore examined the single 

contributions of the user.  

 

The edit summary (figure 20) shows that all edits by the user lie relatively close together. The very 

first edit is by far the most comprehensive one, including formal corrections as well as vast changes of 

the article content. All the following revisions are considerably small. They are single formal changes 

that do hardly alter the content of the article. It appears that all edits after the initial big one are merely 

minor follow-up-edits. The sub-case is in this regard not deviant from the other sub-cases. The first 

                                                           
34
 http://toolserver.org/~snottywong/usersearch.html?page=Morphology_%28biology%, accessed 29, 20.06.2012 

Figure 20: Edits by user Standinguptoit to M 
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contributor simply used several steps of saving the changes, leading to a high ranking in the 

contributor list.
35
  

 

ImportanceImportanceImportanceImportance    of of of of single editsingle editsingle editsingle editssss    

Proceeding from the previous findings that the bulk of the work on articles rests on many shoulders 

and that most contributions to an article are single edits by individual users, I aim to understand the 

role of small-scale contribution in the production of content at Wikipedia, more precisely the ratio of 

one-time-editors of the total number of contributors (see figure 21). As single edits do, as opposed to 

minor edits, actually change the content of an article, they can be a regarded as a content-changing 

influence on the article. Minor edits are of course excluded in my calculations.   

 

The calculations reveal that indeed most of the edits are done by one-time editors. In each sub-case the 

share of the single contribution exceeds 60 per cent with an average of 74.96 per cent, which illustrates 

the important role of single contributors in the production of an article.  

It emphasizes the assessment that most of the work is done by many and further elucidates that in fact 

‘the many’ is even made up by one-time contributors. It does of course not mean that these one-time-

contributors are not active on editing other articles, yet regarding each sub-case, it appears that single 

contributions in particular patched of the digital open organization are crucial for maintaining the 

practice. The finding embraces the openness of positions in the field, which (as the next findings 

suggest) is still relative.   

                                                           
35
 Later, when I coded the discussion pages for the category ‘digital habitus and participation’, two users (in the 

sub-case M) actually refer to the user Standinguptoit and his ‘sudden rush of significant changes’ (see appendix, 

p. 151) 

Figure 21: Single edits excluding minor edits 
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IdentificationIdentificationIdentificationIdentification, identity, identity, identity, identity    and participationand participationand participationand participation    

Proceeding from the theoretical assumption that particularly individuals with sufficient ‘savoir-faire’, 

or experience in and identification with the practice of digital open organizing, gain a certain know-

how that enables them to act in a seemingly effortless way in the digital field, this category is primary 

geared towards the top contributors of the 10 sub-cases. This carries the empirical presupposition that 

the first decile (as I operationalized the top group of contributors in each article) also shows signs of 

belonging to Wikipedia (identification) and gives information that exceeds the mere functional role of 

a potential contributor (identity) – both is part of the empirical exploration in this chapter of the 

analysis. In short, this category applies to the involvement of top contributors and how it shapes 

participation and collaboration in Wikipedia. It furthermore sheds light on the relevance of contextual 

embodied cultural capital when analyzing patterns of participation of individual contributors.  

When applying the relatively open category of ‘identification, identity and participation’, I refer to the 

user profiles of the 3 top contributors of each sub-case (see appendix, p. 108), the individual edit 

history of the respective top contributor of each article (appendix, p. 144) at the time of retrieval
36
 as 

well as a short quantitative analysis of the first decile regarding the share of user accounts and profiles.  

Apart from the rather short quantitative step at the beginning of the exploration, I applied a qualitative 

tool, being a thematic analysis consisting of thematic and selective coding and a constant comparison 

regarding my theoretical conceptualization. I used line-by-line coding once in order to triangulate the 

assumption of contextual participation. For analyzing the user profiles I applied a thematic coding that 

includes the textual and visual elements of a profile. Subsequently, I derived recurring patterns in the 

codes and summarized these in sub-categories. Even though the individual user profiles highly vary 

regarding their structure and use of images, they still reveal recurring themes that I will amplify in the 

following.  

 

Profiles and user accounts Profiles and user accounts Profiles and user accounts Profiles and user accounts in token of involvement in the practicein token of involvement in the practicein token of involvement in the practicein token of involvement in the practice    

Before applying the category of ‘identification, identity and participation’ to the actual user profiles of 

the three top contributors of each sub-case, I first want to receive an impression about the relevance of 

membership and profiles for the individual contribution to an article. My simple aim is to identify if 

high levels of contribution go hand in hand with forms of membership at Wikipedia, if the top decile 

demonstrates a high average of user accounts and profiles. It already became clear in the chapter 

before that the workload is unevenly shouldered at Wikipedia. The question that geares this step of the 

                                                           
36
 Time of retrieval of the user profiles and the top contributor edit history: 01.07.2012 
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analysis is thus simply to see if high levels of contribution are related to forms of membership. Even 

though the mere existence of an account and a profile among the top decile of contributors are hardly 

sufficient for exploring the overall category in question, they can however be regarded as evidence of 

some sort of group belonging and ground further empirical explorations.  

Registered users at Wikipedia automatically have a user account and a user name (which is provided 

by the optional registration process). While the registration process only takes a couple of minutes
37
 

(as I can tell from first-hand experience) user profiles are often elaborate and unique (appendix, p. 

108).  Unregistered users only appear with their IPs in the revision history (see figure 22). Only 

registered users have the possibility to create a personal profile in form of an individual wiki-page.  

 

The top decile of all sub-cases comprised 112 contributors. The table below lists the number of top 

contributors of each sub-case together with the number and average of accounts and profiles among 

the top contributors.  

 

It appears (not very surprisingly) that the majority (74.21%) of the top contributors in the sample have 

an account. More than half of the top contributors (53.69%) in the sample even have a profile. The 

                                                           
37
 http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:UserLogin&returnto=Christian+Nerlinger&type=signup, 

accessed 02.07.2012 

Edit by user with 

account 

(Beyer007) and 

anonymous edit (IP 

number) 

Figure 22: Identifying user accounts and IP edits 

Figure 23: Top contributors with profile and account 
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lower number of profiles is most likely related to the relatively high effort it takes to create a personal 

profile. As mentioned earlier, I do not regard the mere assessment of a high number of user accounts 

and profiles as a sufficient ground to understand the overall category identification and identity and 

participation yet as an indicator for the relevance of a form of belonging for contributing at Wikipedia.  

In this regard, the result dovetails with the assessment that participation in an organization without 

formal borders and economic compensation might require some sort of social recognition – at least for 

those who spend a lot of time and effort with the practice. The most engaged gardeners in the digital 

garden do not mind to be recognized for their work for the collective. Nevertheless, the assessment is 

at this point nothing more but a good starting point for exploring the role of identification (with 

Wikipedia) and identity (self-representation at Wikipedia).  

    

Contextual participation and positions in the fieldContextual participation and positions in the fieldContextual participation and positions in the fieldContextual participation and positions in the field    

The sub-category ‘contextual participation’ refers to the overall finding that nearly all examined 

profiles of the top-contributors, reveal a certain relation between the self-presentation on the personal 

Wikipedia profile and the users’ primary areas of participation at Wikipedia (see appendix, p. 138). 

The analyzed profiles do not only reveal that users tend to work repeatedly in the same areas, they also 

show that these areas are linked to the users’ self-presentation on the profile.  

Concluding from the analyzed profiles, it appears that  

� users that state their personal interests edit almost exclusively in related areas (as in the sub-cases 

AAF, DTK, FCK, M, IP, MDP, RNB),  

� that users that mention their nationality or place of residence (as in the sub-cases B, AAF, CM, 

FCK, LJ, MDP, RNB) in their profile often work on topics that are related to that area and 

� that users that display a kind of education or employment often also write on articles related to 

their education or profession (as in the sub-cases CM, M, RNB) 

All the above mentioned coherences appear repeatedly in the analyzed profiles which reinforces the 

impression that high participation at Wikipedia is attributable to a high involvement with a personal 

matter (here: personal interest, origin, education and profession). It furthermore illustrates that the 

editing of top contributors at Wikipedia is contextual regarding the thematic limitation of an individual 

user’s field of work.  

User Jellyman (Figure 24), one of the top three contributors on the article about the Scottish football 

team Alloa Athletic FC (AAF), exemplifies ideally how top contributors use their profile to delineate 
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(subtly or explicitly) their primary editorial occupation in Wikipedia. In the figure below, I marked all 

incidents (with green boxes) in the text and the visual elements in which the user mentions either his 

nationality or his occupation with football. 

 

Not only does the user repeatedly emphasize his origin (e.g. the second userbox
38
 from the top states 

‘proud to be Scottish’), he also refers to (Scottish) football as his main interest in the editing of articles 

at Wikipedia. His high level of contribution in the article on a Scottish football club (and other articles 

about Scottish football) is possibly not a coincidence but rather a matter of personal involvement with 

both, his nationality and football.  

Profiles are often used as a personal display window for the users’ operating range in Wikipedia. The 

Wikipedia profile is, however, more than just the Wikipedia business card. Apart from displaying the 

primary Wikipedia occupation, users often display personal information (for example education, place 

of residence, family status) and political attitudes – to which I will return later in this category.  

As the user profiles are mere self-presentations that, for a start, just indicate that participation is 

contextual, I also analyzed the last 10 edits of every top contributor of each article (see appendix, p. 

144) in order to find thematic patterns. The results confirm the assumption that user stay in their 

comfort zones of editing and specialize on particular topics: User Chudinho (FCK), for instance, 

works solely on Ukrainian football related articles, Carravagisti (CM) on articles about Italian and 

Spanish painters, Mikebar (RNB) predominately on articles about US diplomacy, Tibetibet (IP) on 

                                                           
38
 Userboxes are visual elements (boxes) appearing on many Wikipedia profile pages that were initially used to 

illustrate the language skills of a user. However, users altered their function to also illustrate interests, attitudes, 

citizenship and suchlike. 

Figure 24: Profile User Jellyman 
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articles about Human Rights and so forth. Across-the-board, the top contributors in the sample exhibit 

a kind of thematic specialization; participation of the top contributors at Wikipedia is thereby 

contextual. 

Applying this to Bourdieu’s theory of practice, it appears that, other than initially delineated, 

individuals do apparently tend to occupy positions in a field; in fact positions in which the already 

owned embodied cultural capital is apparently most applicable. Considering the finding that users not 

only exhibit specialized kinds of knowledge (ranging from Ukrainian football to Spanish painters), but 

also that in many cases this knowledge is related to the individual user’s interest, education or origin, 

it seems obvious that high investments to the social capital of a DOO are often attributable to a 

relatively easy access to the relevant information. It is certainly easier for Chudinho (who comes from 

Kharviv and considers himself a fan of Metalist Kharviv) to contribute to the Wikipedia article of 

Metalist Kharviv than it would be for me. High contributions to Wikipedia are related to personal 

involvement and relatively low costs of obtaining information for more or less specific spheres of 

interest.  

In the garden metaphor, one can conclude that gardeners in the digital garden stick to their trades: The 

ones that know how to grow vegetables might concentrate on growing tomatoes; the ones that know 

how to build stuff might build benches and tree houses and the ones that like flowers perhaps maintain 

a rose bed – nonetheless, of course without being obliged to do so. This finding suggests that habitus, 

as internalized dispositions based on previous experiences, plays not only a role in the way individual 

knowledge-investments are done (as the know-how to edit in Wikipedia), but also how players find 

and occupy positions in the field and practice. The findings illustrate that the practice of adding 

knowledge to an online encyclopedia also builds on experiences that are not directly related to 

Wikipedia (here: interests, job and origin). The most active contributors tend to specialize in particular 

thematic topics that are closely knit with other practices they are involved with.  

 

TheTheTheThe    centcentcentcentralralralral    role of role of role of role of the the the the communitycommunitycommunitycommunity    

When analyzing the individual user profiles and deducing appropriate patterns from the codes, I 

realized that many identified patterns are subsumable in the overall category ‘role of community’.  The 

importance of interaction and mutual recognition of top contributors at Wikipedia is a central finding 

of my analysis of the user profiles. It exemplifies that collaboration in a DOO bears upon some sort of 

group mechanisms and signs of belonging. The sub-category ‘role of community’ combines therefore 

empirical discoveries that exceed the functional production process of loose individuals and comprises 
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findings that are indicative for forms of group collaboration and personal involvement with Wikipedia. 

Summarized in the respective sub-categories, these are:  

� Groups of interest  

� Meta-tasks  

� Social recognition  

In the following, I will go into more detail about the three sub-categories above and argue why I 

assigned these to the overall category ‘community’.  

 

Groups of interest Groups of interest Groups of interest Groups of interest ––––    speciaspeciaspeciaspecialized workforces in the digital gardenlized workforces in the digital gardenlized workforces in the digital gardenlized workforces in the digital garden    

In many of the top contributor’s profiles (for example in the cases FCK, M, LJ, MDP), I encountered 

either userboxes or written statements assigning the user to one or more so-called WikiProjects (see 

figure 25). 

A WikiProject is a group of editors that work together as a team on a specific topic area or a specific 

kind of task. The accession to a WikiProject is informal and includes no group assessment. According 

to Wikipedia, a WikiProject page “is not a place to write encyclopedia articles directly, but a resource 

to help coordinate and organize the writing and editing of those article.”
 39
 It is so-to-speak a meta-

page for coordinating work on specific, mostly thematic, areas; a virtual meeting place for interested 

contributors that share a common interest in the editing of particular topics. The attached discussion 

pages are often used as a forum for those who are involved in a project to talk about their work, to ask 

questions and to receive advice from other users (which refers to a result from the analysis in the 

category ‘digital habitus and participation’). 

In the sample of profiles, users are in the WikiProject Comics (GentlemanGhost), the WikiProject 

Canadian football (Marc87), the WikiProject Organismal Biomechanics (HCA) and many more 

(appendix, p. 138). It appears that users not only specialize in specific areas, they also seek for 

exchange with users that have similar interests.  

 I will exemplarily refer to the user GentlemanGhost (LJ) in order to illustrate the meaning of 

WikiProjects for Wikipedia and its relevance for understanding collaboration at Wikipedia.  

                                                           
39
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject, accessed 10.07.2012 
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The user GentlemanGhost is a member of several WikiProjects, one of them is the WikiProject 

Comics (marked with a green box in the screenshot). Following the link in the userbox, one arrives at 

the associated project’s page (Figure 26).  

 

The header of the page already hints at the purpose of the WikiProject’s page, being a coordination 

space for individual users that apparently share the interest of ‘increasing, improving, expanding and 

organizing’ articles related to comics at Wikipedia. It offers style guidelines, cleanup-lists, discussion 

pages, notice boards, templates and even ‘work groups within the work group’ – all tools that help to 

coordinate the work on articles related to comics. Though each WikiProject page is designed 

differently, they all fulfill the similar purpose to coordinate collaboration in particular work fields. 

They are likewise, however, a meeting place for people with similar interests; a virtual club houses in 

the digital garden where gardeners with similar interests can meet up, discuss and coordinate their 

work.  

Figure 25: GentlemanGhost 

Figure 26: WikiProject Comics 
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The WikiProjects are the perfect example that Wikipedia, or better the group of top contributors, 

exhibits features of a community in which members gather according to their interests. Not only do 

individuals specialize in specific areas, they also team up with like-minded people. When talking 

about participation and collaboration, the single WikiProjects can thus be described as task forces for 

the editing of specific thematic fields. They illustrate that digital open organizing develops forms of 

thematic specialization and inter-subjective coordination.  

Transferring this form of coordinated work to Bourdieu’s theory of praxis, it entails the notion of 

clusters with specific cultural capital in the digital field. Though anyone can join these clusters, it is 

apparent that its members share a common interest. Other than in Bourdieu’s theory, the membership 

in a cluster does not give users a notable edge in accessing Wikipedia’s social capital. It can however 

raise the chances to ‘invest’ embodied cultural capital successfully due to group coordination. It is 

apparently not the access to the social capital (if the social capital is the wealth of the collective 

cultural capital) that triggers individual investments but presumably the successful investment, the 

aforementioned ‘right to be heard’ (which is partly confirmed in the sub-category ‘social recognition’). 

This blends in well with Bourdieu’s game metaphor, which indicates that participation attributable to 

pleasure and eventually the chance of winning (investing successfully).  

    

MetaMetaMetaMeta----taskstaskstaskstasks    ––––    some users do more than just editingsome users do more than just editingsome users do more than just editingsome users do more than just editing    

When analyzing the sample of profiles, it occurred to me that many of the top contributors are also 

engaged in tasks that exceed the mere editing of articles; tasks that concern the overall functioning of 

Wikipedia – I will refer to these as meta-tasks.  

In the sample of articles, the meta-tasks comprises mostly the facilitation of editing through templates 

(e.g. user Salty 1984), the removal of vandalism (e.g. user Cardamon), the revision of edits through 

grammar checking (e.g. GentlemanGhost) and interestingly, administrative tasks (e.g. DjSasso). 

Engagements in the aforementioned WikiProjects could likewise be regarded as meta-tasks as users 

show at least an interest in partaking in a specialized sub-community and coordinating their efforts. 

The meta-tasks exemplify that top contributors are engaged in works unrelated to the mere editing and 

orient themselves towards the overall functioning of the whole organization, an aspect that dovetails 

with the assessment that the top contributors exhibit signs of a community.  

Facilitating the editing for others through the development of templates (which are standard pages that 

are included in other pages; e.g. infoboxes or navigational boxes), for instance, allows new and less 

experienced users to contribute to an article without having to engage with the structural and stylistic 
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premises of an article (reflected in digital habitus). The creation of templates requires Wikipedia-

experience and basic programming skills – ‘embodied cultural capital’ that exceeds the mere 

contextual-thematic knowledge which is necessary for contributing information to an article. In this 

regard, designing a template can be associated with the ethic and architecture of participation as it 

lowers the barriers for new users.  

A similar argumentation can be deployed for the removal of vandalism and the grammar check in 

articles. Both of these meta-tasks (as well as the development of templates) are concerned with a 

certain standardization of the articles on Wikipedia. The users that adopt these tasks add to the 

‘orderliness’ of the articles which refers to the presence of doxa. In the case of the removal of 

vandalism this engagement connotes a form of protection from external confounding variables.  

All these tasks, however, require a profound knowledge of the inner functionalities in Wikipedia. It is 

therefore not surprising that only experienced top contributors engage in these organizational works. 

Due to their Wikipedia experience and the continuous coordination with other top contributors, they 

gained a certain know-how (reflected in digital habitus) that allows them not only to move effortless 

on the field, but to ensure a rather unimpeded practice. At the same time, these meta-tasks indicate 

again (as mentioned before in relation to the Bot Approval Group) that there is a form of hierarchy in 

the Wikipedia community regarding the distribution of labor – which becomes most apparent in the 

case of the administrative work of the user Djsasso. 

The profile of the user Djsasso is deviant from the other examined users in this regard that it exhibits 

the user’s administrative occupation at Wikipedia. The user is an admin and a bureaucrat at Wikipedia 

– both statuses that provide him or her with more rights in Wikipedia.  

 

The status of a bureaucrat allows the user, for instance, to promote other users to administrators, block 

IPs or rename user accounts. The additional rights of an administrator, on the other hand, concern 

rather the editing of articles. Admins can block a page (to prevent vandalism and edit wars), delete 

pages or block editors.  

Figure 27: User profile Djsasso 
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Though both titles cover two quite different scopes of impact (the bureaucrat is concerned with 

managing the community, the administrator with the managing of articles), they indicate a power 

structure at least in the meta-organizing of Wikipedia. Any user can apply for the position of an 

administrator or a bureaucrat; yet only those are likely to be appointed (by other bureaucrats) that 

exhibit a long record of contributing to articles and a ‘clean slate’ regarding for example vandalism or 

netiquette.
40
 Even though the number of bureaucrats and admins (the English Wikipedia for instance 

has currently about 1500 admins) is theoretically infinite, this scheme still hints at a hierarchy at 

Wikipedia and a class of merited (record of contribution) and willing (application necessary) users that 

have more rights than ordinary users. Although both titles go along with an understanding of non-

interference with the actual editing process (“must never use (their additional rights) to gain an 

advantage”
41
), they still illustrate that individuals can occupy positions in the digital field. At the same 

time the existence of a certain hierarchy implicates that a potential inclination for participation is to 

gain a form of community recognition (which will be at the core of the next sub-category). It is thus 

tenable to assume a double entendre of social capital at Wikipedia, one inclusive regarding the shared 

cultural capital, the other rather exclusive regarding the standing in the community. 

The adoption of meta-tasks, as well as the grouping to specialized working clusters, hints at an 

organizing principle at Wikipedia that is based on self-initiative (application/joining), effort (record of 

contribution) and interest (for example WikiProjects). The hierarchy of the Wikipedia community 

evolves in this respect pragmatically, yet it is still somewhat elitist considering the process of 

appointing bureaucrats or admins. The existence of more or less official titles and the associated 

additional rights hint again at position-taking tendencies in the digital field. 

 

Social recognition Social recognition Social recognition Social recognition ––––    acknowledging and displaying individual achievementsacknowledging and displaying individual achievementsacknowledging and displaying individual achievementsacknowledging and displaying individual achievements    

A central finding from analyzing the profiles is the importance of social recognition among the 

community of top contributors at Wikipedia. Recognition is, as a working definition, a form of 

acknowledgement of an individual’s status or achievements – a mechanism that is very present in the 

top contributors’ profiles. In this connection, I distinguish two manifestations of social recognition: 

The receipt and display of forms of recognition (mostly through Wikipedia awards) and the display of 

individual contributions to articles; the first being a form of acknowledgement for Wikipedia 

achievements from other users, the latter in my eyes a vindication of an individual’s commitment.  

                                                           
40
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bureaucrats#Procedures, accessed 29.07.2012 

41
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators, accessed 11.07.2012 
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In almost all sub-cases (apart from M and DTK), top contributors display their contributions to 

Wikipedia. It is apparent that the personal profile serves many users as a virtual vitrine in which they 

exhibit all their previous contributions to articles or meta-tasks (e.g. creation of templates). The profile 

is in this regard not only a digital business card that shows a user’s main occupation at Wikipedia, it is 

also a reference and proof of previous engagements.  

Beyond that, it appears that the users classify the various contributions in a kind of value system. User 

Salty1984, for instance, differentiates pages he created, significant contributions and smaller edits, 

Kilnburn refers to articles he created as ‘achievements’, HCA lists specifically pages he created or 

rewrote, Fosnez lists articles he wants to create (and at the same time meticulously crosses all those 

out that he already created), GentlemanGhost lists the templates he created and so forth.  

Apparently, the actual creation of articles or templates is worth mentioning for many top contributors. 

It is open to scrutiny that the community of top contributors places value on the ‘first initiative’, a 

group mechanism that might trigger innovation (here the creation of new articles and templates). At 

the same time this assessment and the finding that participation is contextual, hints again at a certain 

positioning-taking tendency among the most active players in the digital field (here through the claim 

of foundership and the thematic sphere of influence). Referring to previous contributions can at the 

same time be regarded as a sign of belonging to the Wikipedia community; a factual proof of 

somebody’s commitment to the purpose and the individual working profile. 

The second manifestation, the receipt of forms of recognition, becomes obvious in the exchange of 

virtual Wikipedia awards, medals, decorations and honors. Users that excel in particular areas or topics 

at Wikipedia often receive an award that is posted on their profiles. Interestingly, any users can 

‘decorate’ another user with an award (raising the question of the objective value of an award). 

Though each of these forms of social recognition relate to different achievements, all have a form of 

acknowledgement for vigorous contribution in common. The user profiles in the sample recurrently 

exhibit different forms of awards, which made me wonder what these Wikipedia awards actually 

mean. 

Exemplarily, I refer to the user Attilios who displays a broad variety of decorations on his profile 

(figure 28).
42
 The screenshot alone exhibits five different, so-called, ‘barnstars’ that the user received 

for his achievements (the whole profile counts 10 in total). Barnstars are used at Wikipedia to reward 

users who make outstanding contributions in particular areas.
43
 Attilios, for instance, received 

barnstars for his tireless contribution, for his work on articles about Italian architecture, for his work 

on Italy-related articles, for his translations of paintings and church-related articles and for his prolific 

                                                           
42
 The user profile of GentlemanGhost (figure 25) also exhibits many awards 

43
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Awards, accessed 12.07.2012 
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work over the years. In this case, also the received awards reflect the primary occupation of the user 

(being art and Italy and art-related articles) and signals that the receiver renders outstanding services to 

a specific working field at Wikipedia. Apart from this, I assume that the awards have another, possibly 

more subtle meaning. 

 

In the example, the user contributed over many years continuously to articles. It appears that these 

awards are not only a distinction but also a form of symbolic payment for high commitment. It should 

be added that neither do users need to decorate other users, nor do they need to keep those decorations 

in their profile. This emphasizes again the importance of interaction and mutual acknowledgement in 

the Wikipedia community. It reinforces the impression that forms of social recognition are vital in an 

organization in which even the highest individual contribution is at the end of the day complimentary. 

At Wikipedia, it is even tenable to assume that prestige in the community is a matter of individual 

proficiency. Why else would users broadcast every contribution they made, emphasize the creation of 

articles, display awards they received or only gain official titles for long-term commitment? In this 

regard, the Wikipedia community resembles a form of meritocracy in which the community status is a 

matter of individual performance. It is questionable if the practice of digital open organizing is indeed 

possible without the recognition of other users; if committed gardeners would work that hard if no one 

would appreciate their effort.  

    

Profiling the selfProfiling the selfProfiling the selfProfiling the self    

The last finding in this category once again approves the assumption that top contribution at 

Wikipedia bears upon a community: Other than a loosely-coupled group of isolated individuals, top 

contributors show a form of social cohesion that exceeds the mere editorial pragmatism. While it is 

Figure 28: User profile Attilios 
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true that the profiles throughout the sample repeatedly reveal a user’s primary engagement in 

Wikipedia, the profiles likewise serve as a forum to present personal, editing-unrelated, information. 

On their profiles, the top contributors feature information that has no or only remote relation with the 

activities on Wikipedia. User Jellyman, for instance, likes Star Wars, Salty1984 lists all sport grounds 

he has been to, Kilnburn states that he has the Asperger syndrome, Attilios writes Science Fiction 

stories (and shows his detailed family tree) and MaksKhomeko likes Borscht (appendix, p.108). The 

list could be easily continued with examples of other users presenting information that are not relevant 

to identify him or her as a Wikipedia user. Figure 29 exemplifies how contributors use userboxes to 

present personal information: Here we learn that user HCO, who primary works on biology-related 

articles, adopted a greyhound. 

 

In many cases, the top contributors even state their real name (e.g. Salty 1984), their employer (e.g. 

Jellyman) or political attitudes (e.g. Chudinho).  

Considering these continuous acts of personal profiling throughout most profiles, the community of 

top contributors can hardly be considered a sheer community of practice. Top contributors have 

apparently a need to reveal personal information and use their profiles as a means to present 

themselves, or at least what they like other users to know about them. It is not justifiable to regard the 

practice of editing without considering the identity and further involvements in other practices of the 

single partakers.  

Wikipedia is built on a community whose active contributors are involved in activities that exceed the 

mere editing of articles, activities that rather concern overall functioning of the community and 

facilitation of editing. The top contributors take on tasks (e.g. administrative work, template 

development, removal of vandalization) that shape the practice of digital open organizing. Even if they 

do not necessarily account for the majority of the content of an article, they take active roles in its 

management as well as in the management of the community. This can be considered a sign for a 

‘better feel for the game’, which I touched upon in the theoretical part about habitus. Highly active 

contributors hence gain a level of experience that allows them to reconsider the game itself, shape its 

execution (e.g. through templates) and even manage the community of players (e.g. administration). 

At the same time, it hints at a form of hierarchy through experience and dedication. The observation 

Figure 29: User profile HCO 
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that active contributors also use their profile to convey an idea about themselves, unrelated to the 

editing, confirms the finding that Wikipedia features a core community. 
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Digital habitus and participationDigital habitus and participationDigital habitus and participationDigital habitus and participation    

The last category refers to the presence of habitus at Wikipedia. In the theoretical part, I approached 

habitus as the internalized structure that helps individuals to act purposefully in the field. It is thus a 

certain know-how that is necessary to take part in the practice of editing. I do not assume that habitus 

is specific for any kind of organization nor group of people. If anything, habitus is specific at a 

particular point in time for a particular person. In simplified terms, it is internalized structure that is 

based on experience; an individual’s historically acquired knowledge of how to behave in social 

situations. I referred to digital habitus as a behavioral constraint of individuals with similar 

experiences in the same setting. As an analytic simplification of a quite elusive construct, I approach 

habitus in this study as behavioral frames that constraint the editing at Wikipedia – acknowledging, 

however, that this operational notion of habitus cannot be generalized and is merely a deduction from 

the interactions of editors. 

Nevertheless, I assume that an exploration of more or less common behavioral patterns, reflected in 

moments of coordinating interaction, can shed light on organizing principles at Wikipedia, the 

negotiability of individual action and not least the emergence of shared behavioral constraints.   

As indicated before, there are apparently different manifestations of habitus at Wikipedia. When 

referring to different manifestations of habitus, I am relating to different, yet certainly interconnected, 

practices that also demand varying structuring dispositions depending on the type of occupation at 

Wikipedia. For instance: The managing of the Wikipedia community is certainly not congruent with 

the practice of contributing to an article, especially after realizing that most contributors are single 

editors. Expert interaction in projects and self-profiling is in my understanding part of a Wikipedia 

community habitus which does not immediately affect short-term or single participation; yet certainly 

frames it. Community efforts are related to the mere interest of maintaining the very same. 

At the outset of the empirical exploration in this chapter, I do not focus on the individual top 

contributors in particular but the editorial interaction in the discussion page of each article. These 

could, at least theoretically, also comprise otherwise less active contributors. I do not aim to reproduce 

rules and principles of conduct for writing articles (which can easily be extracted from the respective 

Wikipedia article
44
) but rather to understand how structuring dispositions are present in the editing 

practice and how they emerge.
45
 Theoretically, this can be best observed in the related talk pages (or 

                                                           
44
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Policies_and_guidelines, accessed 16.07.2012 

45
 The sample is furthermore too small to investigate to what degree ‘normative’ guidelines and principles are 

adapted by the users.  
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discussion page) of each article, as these are a forum that editors can use to discuss improvements to 

an article.
46
  

Figure 30 exemplarily shows the talk page of the article on the Aalborg University. In the screenshot, 

a user wonders about the correct English name of the Aalborg University which another answers by 

reference to the university’s website. As in the example, users can add new headers in a talk page for 

each editorial concern they have, to which another user ideally replies. A talk page is in this regard the 

section where a user can address issues that are directly related to the article in question to other users.  

 

Based again on the research logic of analytic induction, I consider the talk pages of each article in the 

sample as a sub-case. In deviant cases or when new analytical insights required further investigations, 

I collected selectively new empirical material that I assumed is necessary to differentiate the category.  

 

Editing coordinationEditing coordinationEditing coordinationEditing coordination    is is is is expertexpertexpertexpert    business business business business     

Having analyzed the ten talk pages of the related articles in the sample, a central finding concerns the 

relocation of most coordinating interaction from the respective talk page to centralized coordination 

spaces. I base this analytic conclusion on two core observations in the sample: 

� The almost-absence of interaction and outdatedness of edits on the respective talk pages 

� The assignment of articles to networks of related WikiProjects 

                                                           
46
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Using_talk_pages, accessed 16.07.2012 

Figure 30: Talk page of the article on the Aalborg University 
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I will separately go into more detail about the two findings in the following and explain how these 

justify my interpretation that coordination work on articles is expert business. 

 

AlmostAlmostAlmostAlmost----absence of interaction and outdatabsence of interaction and outdatabsence of interaction and outdatabsence of interaction and outdatedness of edits on the respective talk pagesedness of edits on the respective talk pagesedness of edits on the respective talk pagesedness of edits on the respective talk pages    

In almost all sub-cases, the last edit on the talk-page was more than a year ago (see appendix, p. 145). 

Even in the two exceptions (the sub-cases IP and MP) of the 10 sub-cases, the last page modification 

was more than 5 months ago – which, in my view, does not yet justify a deviant case. In the sub-case 

FCK, the last edit even dates back to the year 2008. All discussion pages of the examined sample of 

articles are in this regard quite archaic and time-wise not nearly at eye level with the edits on the 

article content itself.  

Not only are all talk pages of the sample outdated, they can moreover hardly be considered actual 

‘discussion spaces’. The talk pages in the article exhibit no extended discussions and just few user 

questions or posts. In the sub-cases, the discussion topics scarcely exceed the number of one. On top 

of that, most discussion topics raised by individual users remain unanswered (AAF, CM, DTK, FCK, 

LJ, and RNB). With the number of three (!), sub-case M displays the highest number of discussion 

topics. It has to be added though, that discussion pages of articles with substantially more contributors 

also feature more frequented discussion pages. Furthermore, it might be comprehensible that there is 

generally a lower necessity to discuss changes than actually just execute them - especially when any 

change in an article could easily be reverted with a mouse-click. Nevertheless, the almost-absence of 

discussions on the respective article’s talk page puts a question mark over the actual coordination 

purpose of related talk pages. At least it brings up the question if coordinating interaction, if at all, 

takes place elsewhere in Wikipedia. For now, the finding simply implies that organizing efforts 

regarding the editing are not decentralized; that the gardening coordination in the garden is not 

attempted on the very patch people potter around.  

The second finding in this section, which leads me to the assumption that coordination is expert 

business, can in my eyes partly answer this question. 

 

The assignment of articles to related WikiProjectsThe assignment of articles to related WikiProjectsThe assignment of articles to related WikiProjectsThe assignment of articles to related WikiProjects    

One finding in the last category on identity, identification and participation concerned the belonging of 

most top contributors to so-called WikiProjects, group of editors that focus on particular, mostly 

thematic, areas in Wikipedia. If articles are assigned to a WikiProject, it is noted in the related talk 
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page (see figure 31). Interestingly, all articles in the sample are assigned to one or even more of these 

WikiProjects which, after a closer look, gives some indication on where coordinative discussions 

about editing take place.   

 

The talk page of the sub-case B (figure 30) exhibits a recurring pattern in all talk pages: Most articles 

(apart from the sub-cases DTK, FCK, and M) are assigned to more than one thematically related Wiki-

Project. The article about a Scottish football team (AAF), for instance, is assigned to the WikiProjects 

Football and Scotland, the article about a Scottish city (B) is assigned to the WikiProjects UK 

geography and Scotland, the article about an Italian painter is assigned to the WikiProject 

Biography/arts and Entertainment and Visual arts and so on.  

The assignment of articles to more than one thematically related WikiProject hints at a network of 

expert groups that accepts responsibility for the maintenance of articles. In addition, each WikiProject-

post displays a ranking of importance and quality (see figure 31), allowing members of the respective 

project to identify the relevance of editing at one glance. The assignment to WikiProjects apparently 

assures at least a form of observation and possibly maintenance from experienced and thematically 

interested WikiProject members.  

A closer look on the talk pages of the WikiProjects reveals that numerous coordinative discussions on 

articles take place here. Exemplarily, I refer to the talk page of the WikiProject Scotland (figure 32) 

that ‘looks after’ two of the sub-cases in the sample (B and AAF) and whose first talk page I coded in 

order to receive an impression about the nature of the discussions in WikiProjects (see appendix, p. 

155). 

The WikiProject Scotland’s talk page is herein indeed mainly used for editorial discussions about 

specific Scotland-related articles. The user discussions cover repeatedly the reassurance about changes 

Figure 31: Talk page of sub-case B 
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in articles, the double-checking of facts, invitations to join separate discussions about general issues 

(e.g. renaming an article) and references to bigger changes of new users that might need expert 

revisions or the protection of articles (by putting them on a group member’s watchlists). All these 

aspects are concerned with concrete coordinative editorial aspects of Scotland-related articles (e.g. 

assignment of tasks). That reinforces the impression that WikiProjects, or groups of thematically 

similar interests, self-organize the editorial work on Wikipedia. That does not imply, of course, that 

less involved contributors are left out of editing (in fact, most edits in an article are done by one-time 

contributors and the membership to one of these WikiProjects is barrier-free), yet illustrates that expert 

groups survey and manage articles of their sphere of interest.   

 

Considering the findings that individual article’s talk pages are rarely used and that most articles are 

assigned to coordinating WikiProjects, I conclude that editing coordination is expert business. Even 

though these discussions in the thematic expert groups hardly involve administrative work at 

Wikipedia itself, they still emphasize that thematic ‘content management’ is expert business.  

Part of a Wikipedia habitus is thus also reflected in the expert interaction; the constant alignment of 

actions (here changes in articles) in groups of experienced players and the observation of actions by 

less experiences players. What can be regarded as a sign of Wikipedia’s architecture of participation 

(experienced users help inexperienced users) is at the same time an indication of subtle position-

taking; which dovetails with the finding that experienced users aim for and gain recognition from 

other users.  

 

Figure 32: Talk page of the article on the Aalborg University 
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Subtle legalism: The role of Subtle legalism: The role of Subtle legalism: The role of Subtle legalism: The role of policies and guidelinespolicies and guidelinespolicies and guidelinespolicies and guidelines    at Wikipediaat Wikipediaat Wikipediaat Wikipedia        

“Wikipedia has no firm rules”
47
 is one of the five ‘pillars of Wikipedia’, which according to the 

respective policy article, simply means: If a rule prevents a user from improving or maintaining 

Wikipedia, he or she should disregard it.
48
 This principle implies formally a pragmatic and rather loose 

implementation of any rules and guidelines at Wikipedia. Following the link on the ‘five pillars’ page 

on Wikipedia, the principle is even complemented with the invitation: “Ignore all rules.”
49
 

Nevertheless, the talk pages of the sample of articles (and the WikiProject) exhibit repeatedly 

references to ‘official’ rules and guidelines that partly even justify deletions of sections by others. 

These references to official rules include the fair use of images (FCK, IP), rumor (MP) and guidelines 

for biographies of living people (RNB, CM, LJ).  

In both cases where posts on discussion pages concern the fair use of images (copy right restrictions), 

the topic was posted automatically by a bot (which underlines again the ground keeping-function of 

bots at Wikipedia). In the sub-case MP, an article about an US-American ice hockey player, a user 

removed a whole section of the article (because of an unproven “romantic link with a celebrity”) in 

order to comply with Wikipedia’s official policy of biographies of living persons. On the respective 

Wikipedia page about the biographies of living people, the very first sentence states: “Editors must 

take particular care when adding information about living persons to any Wikipedia page” (emphasis 

in original).
50
 It further states:  

“We must get the article right. Be very firm about the use of high quality sources. All quotations and 

any material challenged or likely to be challenged must be explicitly attributed to a reliable, 

published source, which is usually done with an inline citation. Contentious material about living 

persons […] that is unsourced or poorly sourced - whether the material is negative, positive, neutral, 

or just questionable - should be removed immediately and without waiting for discussion.”
51
 

At the very least, the example hints at a firmness regarding certain rules and guidelines (‘we must get 

the article right’), especially in cases where the content could interfere with the ‘offline’ law (here: 

image rights, personal rights). The repeated imperative in the quote above (‘must be attributed’, ‘must 

get’, and ‘must take’) further highlights the existence of (at least some) firm rules regarding editing in 

Wikipedia. The recurrent user’s references to rules and guidelines on discussion pages of articles and 

WikiProjects indicate the actual consideration of ‘official’ rules when editing. Even though these rules 

                                                           
47
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:No_firm_rules, accessed 18.07.2012 

48
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IAR, accessed 18.07.2012 

49
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Ignore_all_rules, accessed 18.07.2012 

50
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Biographies_of_living_persons, accessed 18.07.2012 

51
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at Wikipedia are not “carved in stones”
52
 and cannot be depicted as being positivistic, it appears that 

they are an orientation factor; a guiding principle that goes without saying and which serves as a point 

of reference for action in the field – much like Bourdieu’s notion of doxa. They are in this regard also, 

if not internalized by experienced users anyways, a mechanism of standardization of articles. 

     

                                                           
52
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars, accessed 18.07.2012 
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Analysis synopsisAnalysis synopsisAnalysis synopsisAnalysis synopsis    

In the following I will recapitulate my findings in this study and relate them to my modification of 

Bourdieu’s theory of practice.  To provide an overview, I decided to structure the findings under 

superordinate headers, these being: 

� Community as the key for open practices 

� Forms of participation in the practice 

� Inclinations to enter the field 

� Digital habitus as contextual pragmatism 

 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    as the as the as the as the keykeykeykey    for open practicesfor open practicesfor open practicesfor open practices    

The key to understand collaboration and participation at Wikipedia is a highly engaged community - 

which is not only reflected in their disproportionate level of participation but in the whole structuring 

process of collaboration at Wikipedia. The most active contributors often exhibit forms of belonging 

to Wikipedia (e.g. through the creation of a profile) and engage in meta-activities that exceed the mere 

contribution to encyclopedic entries.  

These activities concern the overall functioning of the primary practice (here editing), for instance 

through administrative work or editorial coordination in WikiProjects. This engagement with the 

community can be affiliated to Bourdieu’s illusio, the belief in the practice. It explains why people 

who identify with a practice also have an interest in maintaining it.  

At the same time, the identification with Wikipedia and the experience as a contributor in the 

community allows individuals to reflect on the ‘game’ itself and eventually change its rules. This is 

not only mirrored in the functional roles community members adopt (e.g. member of the Bot Approval 

Group, Bureaucrat), but also more subtly in the thematic consolidation of individuals with similar 

interests to groups, so-called WikiProjects. These assume coordinating editorial responsibility for 

thematic areas. Its main tasks includes the observation of changes in articles, the ranking of quality 

and importance of an article, the alignment of changes as well as the identification of future work 

fields. They thereby wield influence not only on the content of an article but also on its structure and 

appearance. If a digital habitus concerns the alignment of individual action in the field (e.g. editing), 

then it is these groups that takes on a decisive function.  

These thematically specialized groups even interconnect with other specialized groups (e.g. when one 

article is assigned to different WikiProject) and form in this regard a loose network of interest groups, 

in which each group holds a thematically coherent and specific embodied cultural capital. Regarding 
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the editorial process, it is thus tenable to identify a network of expert groups at Wikipedia; a field in 

which individuals group according to their interests and collaborate with other groups.   

Through its meta-occupation with the functioning of Wikipedia and its editorial coordination, the 

community enables inexperienced users (e.g. single contributors) to partake in the first place, which is 

of vital importance considering that single contributions account for most edits in an article. It appears 

that a group without formal hierarchies develops contextually pragmatic mechanisms for participation 

(e.g. expert groups that coordinate thematic areas and enable less experienced users). At the same 

time, the community of engaged users hints at the existence of a subtle form of hierarchy and position-

taking tendencies at Wikipedia. This concerns to a lesser degree the official titles (e.g. bureaucrat) in 

the community but rather the specialization in and coordination of thematic areas. It entails the 

occupation of positions and hence the prerogative of interpretation in thematic fields. 

 

Forms of participationForms of participationForms of participationForms of participation    

Participation at Wikipedia is situative. This participatory style resides in the nature of an open field 

and the informality of its working conditions. Even though top contributors vary regarding their 

activity in the editing process, they generally tend to return frequently to the field within a longer time 

span (which relates again to the belief in the game).  

Interestingly, the sample also revealed different ‘working roles’ of contributors at Wikipedia. I 

permitted myself to categorize these functionally: 

� Thematic specialists are users that concentrate on editing in thematically limited areas. They are 

local experts and often involved in thematically corresponding WikiProjects.  

� Community managers are users that take over administrative tasks at Wikipedia (in the sample 

admins or bureaucrats). They have an official title and are equipped with additional rights. 

� Social workers are users that do not have an official title at Wikipedia but contribute to the overall 

functioning of the encyclopedic practice by, for instance, developing templates or programming 

bots.  

� Casual workers are small-scale contributors that implement minor and single changes. These 

might not be individually significant, yet accumulated these are of vital importance for the content 

production. 

Despite the functional differentiation, the single working roles can certainly overlap. The first three 

speak for a form of specialization and self-government at Wikipedia and dovetails with the postulation 

of position-taking tendencies and hierarchy within the community. Nonetheless, all three are of 

importance to enable the substantial casual working.  
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InclinationInclinationInclinationInclinationssss    to participate to participate to participate to participate     

A core question of digital open organizing concerns the individual inclinations to participate in a 

practice that provides no financial remuneration. Although the sample in this study cannot reveal a 

classification regarding the respective importance, it offers several valid explanations: 

� Social recognition: Wikipedia offers several tools for social recognition. These can be official 

titles or, frequently used, awards (e.g. barnstars) for individual achievements. The forms or 

recognition can be regarded as a symbolic payment for high engagement; they can foster a user’s 

social standing in the community and possibly motivate to future contributions. 

� Symbolic ownership: Despite the fact that anyone can edit an article, many users display the actual 

creation of or substantial contribution to articles (or templates). This can be regarded as a symbolic 

ownership at Wikipedia; another sign for thematic position-taking tendencies in the field but more 

importantly a potential catalyzer for innovation (e.g. the creation of new articles).  

� Low individual procurement costs: Engaged users tend to concentrate working on articles that are 

related to their personal interests, profession or nationality. It appears that the necessary embodied 

cultural capital to contribute to these articles is relatively easy to acquire or at least within a field 

that interest them (synergy effects).  

� Architecture and ethic of participation: The spadework of highly engaged contributors (e.g. 

through bots, templates and editorial coordination) enables inexperienced users to edit articles. 

This is of vital importance regarding the high number of small and single editors that do not have 

to deal with technical or stylistic (reflected in doxa) premises of editing before partaking. They do 

in this regard not have ‘high entry costs’ to the field. 

� Sub-communities of like-minded: It appears that Wikipedia enables like-minded individuals, 

despite spatial differences, to group according to their thematic interests and interact virtually. It 

allows for niche groups that possibly would not meet otherwise offline. This social aspect of the 

Wikipedia community is also present in the self-profiling of users in their profiles (e.g. displaying 

of awards for contributions in particular fields, displaying personal information unrelated to the 

editing practice).  

Most of these potential inclinations relate to symbolic forms of payment (here: recognition, group 

belonging) for individual engagement at Wikipedia. They illustrate the necessity of acknowledgement 

mechanisms for individual achievements, the importance of grouping possibilities and the liberty to 

choose one’s occupation in the practice. It furthermore appears that open organizing requires meta-

engagement of experienced individuals in order to keep the practice open for new or single 

contributors. 
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Contextual leadership and pragmatic hierarchy Contextual leadership and pragmatic hierarchy Contextual leadership and pragmatic hierarchy Contextual leadership and pragmatic hierarchy     

The tendencies for division and specialization of labor at Wikipedia - be it the thematic editing, the 

administrative work or programming of bots - hints at forms of specialization whereby individuals and 

groups of interest concentrate on specific trades and develop local prerogatives of interpretation. This 

can be rather normative, as in the case of functional administrative roles, or more subtle, as in the case 

of WikiProjects. Although these are open, it is still an elitist inter-subjective coordination committee 

regarding the editing coordination in particular thematic fields.  

Especially contextual specializations are in my eyes of high interest regarding the assumed openness 

of participation. It hints at a form of hierarchy in a digital open organization that is established through 

local specialization and devotion and illustrates that illusio is also a structuring principle in the 

practice. It is pragmatic in the way that it mirrors the natural position-taking-tendencies of individuals 

on the field according to their disposition (e.g. interests). This is supported by the technical possibility 

to reedit changes in any article and the interactive coordination in respective WikiProjects (what I 

referred to as the thematic prerogative of interpretation). It appears that digital habitus, at least when it 

comes to editing, is a matter of expert interaction. At the same time, the common guidelines at 

Wikipedia, though generally changeable, can be regarded as a point of reference regarding the editing; 

as editing rules that go without saying (reflected in Bourdieu’s doxa). Though mostly a digital 

practice, the editing practice is also embedded in a societal frame, especially when the online actions 

interfere with the offline legislation (e.g. rules for biographies of living people) which elucidates that a 

digital open organizing has to be understood in interconnection to other, offline practices.  
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Back in the gardenBack in the gardenBack in the gardenBack in the garden    

At the outset of this thesis I created a fairly romantic image of a digital garden; a metaphor that 

repeatedly I used to describe forms of organizing in the social web. These organizations flinch from 

institutional depictions of organizing and challenge Organization Science with new premises of 

collaboration, such as the absence of a formal hierarchy, the situative participation of its members and 

varying degrees of participation. Despite its growing empirical relevance, Organization Science has 

not yet sufficiently attended the matter of web 2.0 organizing yet, which prompted me to explore the 

phenomenon of digital gardens and to arrive at a new understanding of participation and collaboration 

in a digital open organizing.  

I consider social constructionism as the appropriate ontological frame to approach digital open 

organizing as it allows understanding organization as an interactive product; an ephemeral union of 

individuals with temporarily shared interests. The understanding of organization as a communicative 

process can do without a formal entity and functional imputations of membership. Instead, it allows 

for a notion of membership as situative participation and order through shared reference (reflected in 

habitus), meaning that anyone can partake in the ‘organizational conversation’. It thereby offered an 

appropriate philosophical starting point to explore forms of organization that are characterized by an 

inherent openness and informality regarding participation.   

As a consequence of my philosophical dedication, I designed a research strategy of heuristic capacity; 

an epistemological approach that allows permanent theoretical reflection on the basis of inductive 

reasoning. I chose a constructionist modification of analytic induction, with relatively open categories 

instead of explanatory hypotheses. In order to derive the categories, I drew on my own modification of 

Bourdieu’s theory of practice for the social web – which I later also used as a point of reference for my 

constant comparison method in the data analysis.  

The three categories that issued from my theoretical spadework were: Varying levels and forms of 

participation, identification and participation as well as participation and digital habitus. Following the 

research logic of analytic induction, I applied each of these relatively open categories to a random 

sample of 10 articles (sub-cases) in the online encyclopedia Wikipedia, which I consider being a 

typical case for digital open organizing. When asking ‘What signifies participation and collaboration 

in a digital open organization’, my aim was to disenchant the romantic image of a digital garden and 

arrive at a better understanding of its inner workings.  

My findings suggest that digital open organizing builds on a core community of highly engaged users 

that frequently appear on the field and undertake tasks that exceed the primary practice of the 

organization (here editing); tasks that refer to the overall functioning of the practice. These ‘meta-
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tasks’ can relate to administrative functions in the community (e.g. bureaucrats at Wikipedia) or the 

coordination of the actual practice (e.g. editing coordination in WikiProjects).  

Participation in a digital open organization varies, whereby the community of highly engaged users 

generally contributes disproportionately more to the primary practice. Nonetheless, the accumulated 

work of one-time participants account for most of the work in the field which emphasizes the vital 

importance of permanently engaging in the architecture of participation. A central outcome of the top 

contributor’s occupation with the overall functioning of the organization is thereby likewise the 

enablement of inexperienced small-scale contributors, for instance through the observation and 

amendments of changes. Inexperienced users can invest their embodied cultural capital in a digital 

open organization without being familiar with stylistic premises of the practice (reflected in digital 

habitus). 

It appears that frequent users specialize in and primary turn towards specific (at Wikipedia mostly 

thematic) trades. These specializations are often related to the users’ identity (here: interests, 

profession or nationality). High participation is in this regard also related to the low individual costs to 

acquire embodied cultural capital. Specialized users often consolidate to groups of interest 

(WikiProjects) which in turn collaborate on tasks that involve the accumulated cultural capital of 

several expert groups (e.g. when an article involves more than one WikiProject). They form a loose 

network of expert groups. The specialized groups tend to occupy (thematic) positions in the field and 

exert inter-subjective assessments of contributions. 

Figure 33, refining the illustration from the beginning, exemplifies my depiction of a digital open 

organization, in which a core community of users (inner circle) ensures its workings through meta-

tasks and specialization (different colors) and in which less-engaged outsiders become active and 

participate situatively (black color). 

 

Figure 33: Digital open organizing 
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To conclude, it appears that the inner working of digital gardens is after all not as anarchic as initially 

indicated but surprisingly ordered. Collaboration and participation in the web 2.0 often bears on 

established mechanisms, as for example social recognition as a form of symbolic payment. Informal 

hierarchy appears through position-taking tendencies in the field (e.g. through thematic specialization). 

These aspects can certainly be found in similar shapes in traditional organizations. Nonetheless, digital 

open organizing differs essentially from traditional institutional organizing regarding its ‘natural’ 

formation of order through (through individual dispositions), the users’ self-initiative regarding their 

primary occupations and individual workloads as well as the constant effort to include external 

cultural capital. Digital gardens only work if its doors are permanently open, if its experienced 

gardeners take over managerial functions and, moreover, if the experienced gardeners constantly reach 

out to inexperienced yet interested visitors.  
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Relating to other studies on WikipediaRelating to other studies on WikipediaRelating to other studies on WikipediaRelating to other studies on Wikipedia    

In the nature of my methodological design resides a constant reflection on its applicability, be it in the 

choice of my research tools or the units of analysis. In this regard, I believe that I elaborated on the 

limitations of my methodological design (e.g. regarding the generalizability of my results) often 

enough throughout the thesis. A further explication would be either a mere repetition of what has been 

written or a general account on the limitations of inductive/qualitative research. At this point, I 

therefore decided to concentrate on other studies about Wikipedia that chose different methodological 

approaches, yet arrive at similar findings, at least regarding partial aspects of my findings. These can 

be considered a triangulation of my results in term of their external validity. 

One of my empirical results regards the thematic position-taking tendencies at Wikipedia. Engaged 

users thereby specialize in Wikipedia-specific trades and group with other like-minded contributors. In 

my study, this finding is based on a qualitative analysis of the user profiles and a quantitative analysis 

of the revision history. Regarding the frequent mentioning of the creation of and major contributions 

to articles, I concluded a form of symbolic ownership. Forte and Bruckman (2011), through qualitative 

interviews with active contributors, emphasize these forms of indirect ownership as motivations to 

contribute and point at the role of the users’ profile page to display the individual ‘properties’. Without 

specifically referring to the community, they also stress the importance of social recognition from 

other contributors as a key motivation for participation. Both inclinations, though through a different 

approach, are also among my findings regarding participation in digital open organizations and 

emphasize the insufficiency of economic models to grasp alternative motivation for participation.   

Another key inclination for participation is according to my findings the ‘community of likely-

minded’, which I concluded from the belonging of most top contributors to so-called WikiProjects. 

Antin (2011), in a study based on qualitative interviews with active Wikipedia-editors, comes to the 

same result. She points at the emergence of niche groups among users - which dovetails with my 

assumption that a motivation for participation is the possibility to ‘meet’ likely-minded that would 

possibly not meet offline.  

Zhang et al. (2010) conducted a quantitative study on terrorism-related articles at Wikipedia. They 

emphasize the role ‘domain experts’ (I named them thematic specialists) for the thematic editing of 

articles. Similar to my assessments, they found out that most users contribute to a relatively small set 

of articles each. At the same time, each article’s revision history is often championed by very few 

active contributors (reflected in my sub-category ‘A few do a lot – most is done by many’). 

Although these studies portend likewise the emergence of structure in Wikipedia, be it through 

position-taking tendencies, community-building or local leadership, they (as well as my study) do not 

sufficiently cover the central roles of the community and the user’s identity, which I regard most 

central in future research on digital open organizing and will therefore elaborate on in the perspective. 
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Future organizational research on digital open organizingFuture organizational research on digital open organizingFuture organizational research on digital open organizingFuture organizational research on digital open organizing    

At the very end of this thesis, I want to draw attention to three intertwined findings of this study that I 

believe should be in sharper focus in future research projects on open organizing in the social web. 

These are: 

� The role of the participants’ identity for participation, 

� the meaning of the community for the functioning of a DOO 

� and the emergence and exertion of leadership in specialized groups  

The study at hand provided numerous valid indications for all three of these future research areas; yet 

it could, due to the methodological and conceptual choices, not triangulate or address them in detail. 

My findings suggest that participation in a digital open organization is closely related to the 

participant’s identity, be it the personal interests or the professional ‘analogue’ experiences. The 

individual’s identity is however almost neglected in Bourdieu’s theory of practice. Agents on 

Bourdieu’s field are mere carriers of capitals, not, however, persons that decide themselves where and 

to what degree they invest their capitals. In line with this conceptual premise, my methodological 

approach did not involve interviews with individual participants; the only source for identifying 

personal motivations was the analysis of the user profiles. In-depth interviews with active members as 

well as less active, single contributors could however shed further light on the individual inclinations 

to enter the field and participate in the practice. A follow-up study could not only triangulate my 

assumptions for participation, it could (for instance through a quantitative survey) also statistically 

weight the potential inclinations for the kinds of participants and allow for creating a practical action 

plan for future open organizing projects.  

My study further emphasizes the vital importance of an active community for digital open organizing. 

It reveals functions that exceed the primary practice of the organization (here editing) and hints at a 

certain degree of organization and task allocation within the community. A quantitative follow-up 

study of the community functions, focusing on the official positions and moreover the subtle primary 

occupations of participants (for instance through a quantitative content analysis), could shed light on 

the necessity of managerial tasks and reveal a hidden organizational plan of a community without 

formal but apparently informal hierarchies. 

My findings suggest that the primary editorial coordination happens in thematically specialized groups 

(WikiProjects). I suggested that these assert a form of contextual leadership regarding editing through 

inter-subjective alignment of arguments. A closer examination of the process of alignment, for 

instance through a discourse analysis of the WikiProjects talk pages, could on the one hand reveal 

power structures within these groups and, on the other hand, the decisive factors in asserting oneself. 

A promising study could in this regard also address the so-called edit-wars at Wikipedia (in which 
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contributors repeatedly overwrite each other’s contributions) and reveal how these are settled through 

inter-subjective coordination.  
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